BORDERS BOOK FESTIVAL 2022

FOOD VILLAGE . BOOKSHOP . BAR . LIVE MUSIC . FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

We’re back!
Join us for four fabulous days of talks,
comedy, live music, food & drink and
much, much more…

BORDERS BOOK FESTIVAL 2022

Booking
Information

Site
Map

Tickets are available online, by phone and in person.

www.bordersbookfestival.org
#bbfmelrose

THE McINROY &
WOOD ORCHARD
F
G

BSW Group Big Top
Davidson Chalmers
Stewart Storytelling
Tent
H Orchard Bar
Abbotsford Teepee
Information Stands
Food Village
Alandas Scottish Seafood
Bean ‘N Gone
Greek Street Food
Mac and Cheese
Mimi’s Bakehouse
Over Langshaw Ice Cream
Pizza Geeks
Posh Fries
The Penny Bun Burgers

Online:

www.bordersbookfestival.org

Telephone:

Who’s Who

Phone lines open: Monday - Friday, 9.00am - 5.00pm

In Person:

Patrons
The Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch
The de Gier Family
Steven & Emma McColl

Programme Design: Johnston Montgomery

eart

Concession tickets (C): Where applicable, are available to
students, registered disabled (plus one carer), registered
unemployed, under 16s and Young Scot cardholders. Proof of
entitlement will be required.

land

Mar

ket

HARMONY
HOUSE

Visitors with additional needs: All marquee venues have
wheelchair access.

Box Office

Events are one hour long unless specified. Seating is
unreserved.

Supporters
Sue & Rob Moffat
Ann & Maurice White

Latecomers: Events start punctually. Members of the
audience may not be admitted after the beginning of events.

Operations Manager
Festival Administrator
Web & Social Media
Sponsorship &
Fundraising

Borders Book Festival is a Company Limited
by Guarantee Registered in Scotland Reg. No.
SC296476 Scottish Charity No. SC037347

HARMONY
GARDEN

Programme details are correct at time of going to press.
Borders Book Festival reserves the right to alter or cancel
events. Tickets are non-refundable unless an event is
cancelled. Please check the festival website for the latest
news, special events and information.
Covid-safe and environmentally responsible ticketing:
We take the health and wellbeing of our visitors, staff
and volunteers very seriously, and have taken steps to
keep everyone safe. This includes operating a contactless
e-ticketing system for this year’s festival, which brings
the additional benefit of helping to reduce the festival’s
environmental impact. By working with our official ticketing
partner, Citizen Ticket, we go one step further; for every ticket
purchased, 5p will go towards planting a tree right here in
the UK.
For more details: www.citizenticket.co.uk/trees/
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The
H

There will be a box office on site during the
festival (16 - 19 June): Harmony Garden, St Mary’s
Road, Melrose, Scottish Borders, TD6 9LJ

Honorary Patrons
Francis & Catherine Hamilton,
Rory Bremner, James Naughtie,
Eleanor Updale

Festival Staff
Rachel Dyas
Mairi MacLellan
Hilary Buchan
Candy Rafferty

THE
McINROY & WOOD
ORCHARD

Citizen Ticket: 0131 290 2112

Directors
Michael Moore (Chairman)
Vivian French, Lynsey Graham,
James Hutchison, Alistair Moffat,
Paula Ogilvie, Susan Windram
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HARMONY GARDEN
A
B
C
D
E

Baillie Gifford Marquee
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
CSY Architects Marquee
Bookshop
Harmony Bar
Luckie Beans
Over Langshaw Ice Cream

TRIMONTIUM
MARQUEE

ABBEY
HOUSE

Parking: There is NO general parking at the Borders Book Festival. All parking is in
Melrose town centre and is within easy reach of the festival venues.
Restrictions will be in place on St. Mary’s Road from Weds 15 June - Mon 20 June and a
diversion route from Abbey Street to Newstead will be in operation.
Although we do have some limited, weather dependent, disabled parking for blue badge
holders only, we highly recommend using the drop off point on Annay Road, where assistance
from a member of the book festival team will be available.
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Welcome to the
Borders Book
Festival 2022

We’re back - again!
After our Abbotsford
foray a few months ago in
November (the warmth
of the audience reaction
offsetting the chill of
autumn…), and three
years after our last full
in-person festival, we are thrilled to welcome
you back to Harmony Garden in Melrose!
The setting, and some of our headline acts, may
be reassuringly familiar, but as ever we have a
diverse and wide-ranging programme. There’s
entertainment to stretch your mind or to provide
appropriate comfort. So while Val McDermid,
Christopher Brookmyre and Mark Billingham make
welcome returns, we have Clive Myrie, Devi Sridhar,
Esme Young and Chitra Ramaswamy to bring new
dimensions to our festival of words and ideas.
Some additional stardust will be sprinkled by Joanna
Lumley, Andrew Marr, Julian Clary and Jack Dee. And
how could we talk of ‘words coming alive’ if we didn’t
have Jim Naughtie on Biden and Rory Bremner on
pretty well any subject you care to think of? Rory
has rounded up a few other well-kent faces to bring
a new comedy dimension to the proceedings. And
look out for some gems from our friends at the FT,
the Borders Writers Forum and others celebrating
Scotland’s Year of Stories.
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Our creative magicians, Alistair Moffat and Paula
Ogilvie, have done us proud on the programme, as
you will see. Our gratitude to them is extended to
our loyal sponsors, led by Baillie Gifford as Principal
Sponsor, McInroy & Wood as Key Sponsor and
Saltire Roofing as Family Book Festival Sponsor. We
also welcome the BSW Group, JRW Accountants
and Border Vets to the sponsor fold. In terms of
funders, we repeat our thanks to Scottish Borders
Council, Creative Scotland and EventScotland for
their steadfast support. And look forward to reading
all about the festival in the columns of our media
partners at the FT, Border Telegraph and Peeblesshire
News!
Now the most important bit – our recognition
that we are nothing as a festival without you, our
audience. And while it was humbling to have your
ongoing support through the past two years of
COVID, it is rather special to welcome you back in
person, here at home in Harmony. Thank you for
inspiring and supporting this wonderful weekend
where words, once again, come alive!
Michael Moore

Chairman, Borders Book Festival
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Baillie Gifford

McInroy & Wood

Baillie Gifford is delighted to have sponsored the
festival for the past six years. This year, as well as
being venue sponsor, we are supporting a series of
non-fiction events where the authors will discuss
topics as wide-ranging as world affairs, history,
memoir and climate change.

McInroy & Wood is very happy to continue to
support the Borders Book Festival by acting as the
Key Sponsor for the fourth year. As an East Lothianbased investment management firm and longstanding supporter of the arts, our commitment to
grow local communities through the arts endures.
Each year, the festival team never falters in producing
an impressive programme of acclaimed authors and
artists and it is therefore with great anticipation that
we return this year to the festival’s Orchard.

We look forward to the festival’s return to Harmony
House and to see the marquees once again in
Harmony Garden. We encourage you to explore
this year’s programme which offers a wide variety
of events for all the family, along with informal
entertainment in the relaxed atmosphere of the
Orchard. We hope to see many of you back, and we
are delighted to be amongst you.
James Budden
Director of Marketing and Distribution, Baillie Gifford

The Borders Book Festival has established its own
credentials as home to a cultural event of the highest
quality and we are delighted to continue to be
associated with it.
Tim Wood

Chief Executive, McInroy & Wood
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Thanks
Principal Sponsor

Educational
Partner

Key Sponsor

National Media
Partner

Family Festival Sponsor

Local Media
Partner

Key Partner

All the Fun of
the Festival
Join us for a memorable weekend,
with more than 100 events for all ages.

Funders

Entry to Harmony Garden and Orchard is FREE!

Festival Bookshop
Main Sponsors

There’s lots of space for browsing,
buying and book signings and in
the corner kids’ area, children can
sit and read, try some colouring
in and take part in some fun
activities. The bookshop is open
from 10am until late - plenty of
time for shopping!
We run our own bookshop and all
proceeds go directly back to the
festival.

Bringing the kids?

Sponsors, Supporters & Partners
Extraordinary Accountants
01835 818 184 / 0131 541 0095
www.bcca.scot

accountants@bcca.scot
EDINBURGH
BORDERS
DURHAM
TEESIDE

Thanks also to: Advanced Signs Systems, The Border Studio, Chamber Music Scotland, Dr David Summers Charitable Trust,
Fauhope Country House, The Great Tapestry of Scotland Centre, Ivanhoe Caledonian Printers, Live Borders, The Mainstreet
Trading Company, Moving Image Makers Collective, Lloyd Smith Photography & Video, Publishing Scotland, St Mary’s School,
StonehillSalt PR, Super Power Agency, The Turtleton Charitable Trust and all our wonderful festival volunteers.
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The Saltire Roofing & Building
Family Book Festival offers a
wonderful selection of events
with some of today’s best loved
authors for children. There are also
storytelling sessions for those with
additional needs and lots of free
activities to enjoy. See the full list
of family events on pages 50 - 56.

Stories are at the core of
our lives. We all live an
autobiography, we grapple
each day with the realities
of non-fiction and we dream
in novels. We have been
supported by EventScotland
as part of the Year of Stories
2022, and to celebrate this
special year, we have an
exciting strand of events
to spotlight the wealth of
stories inspired by, written,
or created in Scotland. These
events are woven throughout
the four-day festival, and
involve some of Scotland’s
finest writers, thinkers, and
performers.
Check out our programme for
details.

Taking the Train or Bus

The journey by train takes less
than one hour from Edinburgh to
Tweedbank Station - a handy 1.5
miles from the festival site.
If you fancy a nice 20-minute stroll
to Harmony from the train, just
follow the book festival signs to
Melrose, but, if you’d rather catch
a bus, they run regularly between
Tweedbank and Melrose.
There are regular trains from
Edinburgh Waverley (every 30
minutes at peak times), and you’ll
find a link to the ScotRail and Borders
Buses timetables in the ‘Getting to
Melrose’ section in the ‘About’ tab on
www.bordersbookfestival.org
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Trimontium at the
Festival
In August 2021 the New Trimontium
Museum opened in Melrose, with HRH the
Duke of Gloucester presiding over the gala
opening in April. It proved immediately
popular as visitors were fascinated by the story of the Romans
in Scotland. The Trimontium Trust and Borders Book Festival are
delighted to be in partnership this year to celebrate Scotland’s
Year of Stories. Abbey House, just over the wall from Harmony
Garden, will see a special programme of author events focusing
on Rome’s history, and on Saturday 18 June there will be some
family fun with ballista and mosaic workshops.

The McInroy & Wood Orchard

All Trimontium at the Festival author events are in the Trimontium
Marquee at Abbey House, with family fun sessions taking place
within the house itself.
*SPECIAL OFFER*
If ticket holders for any Borders Book Festival event
present proof of purchase, entry to the new Trimontium
Museum will be free throughout the festival.

Trimontium Family Fun Day

On Saturday 18 June there will be a day of Roman-themed
activities at Abbey House, right next to Harmony Garden. Come
along to a ballista workshop in the morning and see how the very
destructive Roman artillery was made, loaded and fired. In the
afternoon you can try out the mosaic workshop. Learn how the
Romans created beautiful mosaics and have a go at making your
own! To book, go to the events page at www.trimontium.co.uk.

Trimontium at the Festival
author events*
Thursday 16 June
2.00pm | Dr Simon Elliot
4.00pm | Dr Fraser Hunter: Scotland’s Early Silver
Friday 17 June
2.00pm | Nick Hodgson: Hadrian’s Wall
4.00pm | Douglas Jackson
6.00pm | Dr John Reid
Saturday 18 June
2.00pm | Caroline Lawrence (Family Book Festival)
4.00pm | Lindsey Davis
*All of the above events are in the Trimontium Marquee at Abbey House.
For full descriptions, look for the Trimontium logo against the event entry
in the Borders Book Festival programme.
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Food & Drink

Media
You might just come across a TV
camera or a large microphone if you’re
attending the festival, so make sure
you’re camera ready - you might end
up on the news!
Photography & Video
The book festival employs a roving
photographer and cameraman who
will be taking photos and videos of
events and visitors for promotional use.

Come into the McInroy & Wood Orchard for some of the finest food and drink from across the Borders and
Scotland. In a giant stretch tent, Hickory Bars will keep the good cheer flowing with their finest beers, wines
and craft gins. This year’s offerings for foodies include the welcome return of Alandas Scottish Sea Food,
Mimi’s Bakehouse’s award-winning cakes and the introduction of Greek Street Food with their irresistible
chicken gyros, halloumi gyros and seasoned fries. Treat yourself to a tempting wood-fired pizza from Pizza
Geeks and why not give the amazing burgers from The Penny Bun a whirl?
You can also enjoy great artisan coffees from Bean ‘N Gone and if you’re short of time between events, then
delicious coffee from Luckie Beans, as well as beer and wine are all available in Harmony Garden. And don’t
forget to try the mouth-watering selection of ice creams and sorbets served from ‘Beatrix’ the traditional Over
Langshaw Farmhouse ice cream bicycle.
You can find further information on all our fantastic food and drink suppliers on our website.

The Heartland Market

Dogs
We regret that we can’t welcome the
four-legged members of your family.
Hearing and guide dogs only will be
admitted to the festival grounds.
BSL events
A selection of events will be supported
by a BSL (British Sign Language)
interpreter. See the
icon to
identify these events.
Filming of events
Some of the events taking place at
Harmony Garden will be filmed for
viewing on-demand. These will be
available on a pay-what-you-can basis.
More details will be available when we
have them and by signing up to our
mailing list for regular updates.

W W W.BORDERSBOOKFESTIVAL.ORG

Moving Images Solar
Powered Cinema Caravan
Moving Images is a solar powered cinema in a
converted vintage caravan seating 6 - 8 people.
During the festival weekend the cinema will be
parked on St Mary’s Road, with screenings of short
films that use poetry, text and spoken word to
portray and investigate ideas of community and our
relationships with nature.

We’re delighted to be hosting The Heartland
Market at this year’s festival. The market was
established by three passionate women to
celebrate the artisan makers and shakers of
Galashiels and the surrounding area. Their
aim is to bring the heart back into the local
community and to offer shoppers a unique
experience, buying from local creative artisan
producers. With something for everyone, you
will most certainly find a distinct offering!
Check out: www.theheartlandmarket.uk

Screenings are FREE, and listings for the films can be
viewed on the board beside the cinema caravan.
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Festival at a Glance

Borders Book Festival 2022
www.bordersbookfestival.org

Thursday 16 June
Page

4.45pm

Victoria Crowe & Christine De Luca

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

24

4.45pm

Ursula Howard

CSY Architects Marquee

24

6.00pm

Ben Rawlence: The Treeline

BSW Group Big Top

24

6.00pm

Dr John Reid

Trimontium Marquee

25

6.15pm - 7.00pm

The Walter Scott Prize

Baillie Gifford Marquee

25

6.15pm

FT DEBATE: The Future of Faslane

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

26

6.15pm

Claire Askew: A Matter of Time

CSY Architects Marquee

26

Time

Event

Location

2.00pm

Dr Simon Elliott

Trimontium Marquee

14

7.30pm

Allan Little: The McInroy & Wood Lecture

Baillie Gifford Marquee

27

4.00pm

Dr Fraser Hunter: Scotland's Early Silver

Trimontium Marquee

14

7.30pm

Natalie Haynes: Pandora's Jar

BSW Group Big Top

27

Esme Young: Behind the Seams

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

28

4.30pm

Sir Jackie Stewart

Baillie Gifford Marquee

14

7.45pm

4.30pm

Anna Keay: The Restless Republic

BSW Group Big Top

14

7.45pm

Christine De Luca

CSY Architects Marquee

28

The Scottish Impressionists

Baillie Gifford Marquee

29

4.30pm

Borders Writers' Forum

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

15

9.00pm

4.45pm

Fintan O'Toole

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

15

9.15pm - 10.30pm

The Andy Lawrenson Trio: Le Café Parisien

BSW Group Big Top

30

4.45pm

Andrew Douglas-Home

CSY Architects Marquee

15

9.15pm

Pedersen’s Poetry Pot

CSY Architects Marquee

30

6.00pm

Gavin Esler

Baillie Gifford Marquee

16

6.00pm

Annabel Abbs: Windswept

BSW Group Big Top

16

6.15pm

Tracy Borman

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

17

6.15pm

Cecil Cameron

CSY Architects Marquee

17

7.30pm

Mick Herron & Jack Lowden: Slow Horses

Baillie Gifford Marquee

17

7.30pm

Gavin Francis

BSW Group Big Top

18

7.45pm

FT DEBATE: The Age of the Strongman

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

18

7.45pm

Shaping Scotland's Stories

CSY Architects Marquee

19

9.00pm

James Naughtie: Biden's World

Baillie Gifford Marquee

19

9.00pm

Abir Mukherjee

BSW Group Big Top

19

9.15pm

Jonathan Freedland

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

20

Friday 17 June
1.30pm

Mixed Form Yoga

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

21

1.30pm

Kathleen Hart: Devorgilla Days

BSW Group Big Top

21

1.30pm - 4.00pm

Massage Therapy Drop-In Sessions

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

21

2.00pm

Nick Hodgson: Hadrian's Wall

Trimontium Marquee

22

3.00pm

Breathwork and Meditation

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

22

3.00pm

Mo Wilde: The Wilderness Cure

BSW Group Big Top

22

4.00pm

Douglas Jackson

Trimontium Marquee

23

4.30pm

Our Wild Farming Life

BSW Group Big Top

23
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Saturday 18 June
10.00am - 11.30am

Storytelling the Super Power Agency Way!

CSY Architects Marquee

51

10.15am - 10.45am

Bookbug Rhyme Session

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

51

10.15am - 4.15pm

Fly the Flag with Abbotsford

Abbotsford Teepee

51

10.30am

One Button Benny

BSW Group Big Top

51

11.00am - 11.30am

Storytime

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

51

11.45am - 12.15pm

Bookbug Rhyme Session

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

51

12.00pm

Alexander McCall Smith

Baillie Gifford Marquee

31

12.00pm

It’s Up to Us

BSW Group Big Top

52

12.15pm

FT DEBATE: The Cost of Living Crisis

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

31

12.15pm

Tola Okogwu: Onyeka and the Academy of
the Sun

CSY Architects Marquee

52

12.45pm

Lego Club

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

52

1.30pm

Ed Balls

Baillie Gifford Marquee

31

1.30pm

Pamela Butchart

BSW Group Big Top

52

1.45pm

Miles Jupp

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

32

1.45pm

The Great BBF Scribble & Scrawl Challenge! CSY Architects Marquee

53

2.00pm

Caroline Lawrence

53

2.15pm - 2.45pm

Stir it Up and Shake it Out: Interactive Tales Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent
for Everyone

53

3.00pm

Val McDermid

32

Trimontium Marquee

Baillie Gifford Marquee
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Chae Strathie: So You Think You've Got it
Bad? A Kid's Life in Prehistoric Times

BSW Group Big Top

3.30pm

Jack Dee: What is Your Problem?

Baillie Gifford Marquee

43

3.30pm

3.15pm

Chitra Ramaswamy: Homelands

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

33

Dekko Comics Workshop

BSW Group Big Top

56

3.15pm

Jonathan Meres: Scaredy Bat

CSY Architects Marquee

54

3.30pm

Madeline Pinkerton: A Dragon Story

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

56

3.15pm

Vivian French: The Wizard's Banquet

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

54

3.45pm

Hella Pick

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

44

3.45pm

Anne & Steve Brusatte: Scotland's
Dinosaurs

CSY Architects Marquee

4.00pm

Lindsey Davis

Trimontium Marquee

33

56

4.30pm

Andrew Marr: The BBC Years

Baillie Gifford Marquee

33

5.00pm

Magnusson & Moffat

Baillie Gifford Marquee

44

4.30pm

Pippa Evans & Tony Hawks

BSW Group Big Top

34

5.00pm

Jenny Colgan

BSW Group Big Top

45

4.45pm
4.45pm

Darren McGarvey

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

34

5.00pm

Laughter is the Best Weapon

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

45

A Beginner's Guide to Publishing

CSY Architects Marquee

35

5.15pm

Markus Stitz: Great British Gravel Rides

CSY Architects Marquee

46

6.00pm

Julian Clary

Baillie Gifford Marquee

35

6.30pm

Heather Morris

Baillie Gifford Marquee

46

6.00pm

Walter Scott Prize Shortlist

BSW Group Big Top

36

6.30pm

Simon Jenkins: The Celts

BSW Group Big Top

47

6.15pm

Devi Sridhar: How Global Politics Shape
Our Health

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

36

6.45pm

Steve Brusatte: The Rise and Reign of
the Mammals

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

47

6.15pm

The Politics of Gaelic

CSY Architects Marquee

37

6.45pm

Whit Fer No'?

CSY Architects Marquee

47

7.30pm

Joanna Lumley

Baillie Gifford Marquee

37

8.00pm

Clive Myrie: On the Ground in Ukraine

Baillie Gifford Marquee

48

7.30pm

Meriel Schindler: The Lost Café Schindler

BSW Group Big Top

38

8.15pm

Gervase Phinn

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

48

7.45pm

Ben West: This Book Could Save Your Life

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

38

8.15pm

BSW Group Big Top

49

7.45pm

Sarah Smith: Hear No Evil

CSY Architects Marquee

38

Helen McGinn: The Knackered Mother’s
Wine Guide - A Top Up

9.15pm - 10.30pm

I'm Sorry, I Haven't a Buccleuch

Baillie Gifford Marquee

39

9.15pm

Billingham & Brookmyre

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

40

3.00pm

53

Sunday 19 June
11.00am

Healing Sound Bath Session

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

41

12.30pm

Andrew Marr: Ruffling Feathers

Baillie Gifford Marquee

41

12.30pm

Catherine Rayner

BSW Group Big Top

54

12.30pm

Stormy Days, Sunny Days: Sensory Stories
and Art Activity

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

54

12.30pm - 4.45pm

Fly the Flag with Abbotsford

Abbotsford Teepee

55

12.45pm

Clare Hunter

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

42

12.45pm

Mairi Kidd: Scottish Fairy Tales, Myths
& Legends

CSY Architects Marquee

55

2.00pm

Melrose Mastermind

Baillie Gifford Marquee

42

2.00pm

Karine Polwart & Kate Leiper: The Queen
of the Birds

BSW Group Big Top

55

2.00pm

The Newest Story in the Whole Wide World! Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent

56

2.15pm

Sir Mark Lowcock: Relief Chief

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee

43

2.15pm

Dr Punam Krishan: How to be a Doctor

CSY Architects Marquee

56
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Thursday 16 June

Borders Book Festival 2022
www.bordersbookfestival.org

Borders Writers’ Forum
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent
4.30pm | £6

‘Memoir gives the reader an opportunity to walk in your
shoes - and imagine, ‘what if that had been me?’. So said
author Anne Hamilton when she introduced members of
Borders Writers’ Forum to ‘Telling my Story.’ Come and listen
to the fascinating and diverse bite-sized memoirs which
were produced following Anne’s talk.

Dr Simon Elliott
Trimontium Marquee | 2.00pm | £8, £6

In his book Simon asks a question – was Alexander the Great a better commander than
Julius Caesar? The Macedonian swept through the east and achieved immense greatness
before dying aged thirty-three whereas the Roman laid the foundations of an empire
which endured until Constantinople fell to the Ottomans in 1453. Alexander the Great versus Julius Caesar
addresses the question in a spirited debate told with great brio and fascinating detail.

Dr Fraser Hunter: Scotland’s Early Silver
Trimontium Marquee | 4.00pm | £8, £6

Silver was the most precious metal in Scotland for a thousand years. Scotland’s Early Silver tells us how it all
began with Roman payoffs to the northern tribes and how these Iron Age sweeteners were in turn converted
into wonderful treasures of Pictish art. Fraser Hunter, Curator of the Iron Age and Roman Collections at
National Museums Scotland, gives an entertaining introduction to this lavishly illustrated book.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Anna Keay:
The Restless
Republic

Fintan O’Toole
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 4.45pm | £13, £11

After Heroic Failure, his brilliant analysis of the Brexit referendum,
Fintan has turned his attention back to Ireland. We Don’t Know
Ourselves is subtitled A Personal History of Ireland Since 1958.
That was the year of the author’s birth and in the sixty-four years
since, his native land has changed almost out of all recognition.
The story begins while Eamon de Valera was Taoiseach and
Ireland’s cultural life and politics were heavily influenced by the
Catholic church. But under successive, more progressive leaders,
the political climate started to change and the governing
consensus was attacked by feminists, advocates for the rights
of children, gay men and women and many others coming out
of the shadows. In a very short time Ireland has become one of
the most progressive states in Europe. We Don’t Know Ourselves
is a superb and engaging analysis of how and why change
happened.

BSW Group Big Top
4.30pm | £11, £9

Sir Jackie Stewart
Baillie Gifford Marquee
4.30pm | £15, £13

One of the best loved, most highly regarded
names in global sport, winner of three Formula
One World Championships and twenty-seven
grands prix, Sir Jackie comes to the festival
to talk about both his racing career and life
after F1. Since retirement he has built a stellar
business career but has also fought hard for
causes he believes in. In this event, which is
unique to Borders Book Festival, Jackie will
also tell us about Race Against Dementia,
the charity he founded to work towards
prevention and treatment of dementia – a
cause very close to his heart.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
Event in aid of Race Against Dementia
14
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In the weeks following the
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, it is
worth reflecting that history
might have turned in a different
direction. In 1649 Britain was
engulfed by revolution. On a raw
January afternoon Charles I was
executed for treason. The people,
it was announced, were to be the
sovereign force in the land. What
this meant and where it would
lead, no one knew. The Restless
Republic: Britain without a Crown
is the story of the extraordinary
decade that followed the king’s
execution as it ranges from
London to Leith, Cornwall to
Connaught, from the corridors of
power to the common fields and
hillsides. ‘A dazzling achievement’,
said The Sunday Times.

W W W.BORDERSBOOKFESTIVAL.ORG

Andrew DouglasHome
CSY Architects Marquee
4.45pm | £8, £6

In A River Runs Through Me Andrew tells
his story of salmon fishing on the Tweed,
tracing the shifts and moods of four seasons along the river.
Threaded through the narrative are also stories of one of the
country’s oldest families: stories of politics, military service,
culture and the stewardship of our natural world. Through vivid
vignettes Andrew creates a homely yet forthright and vibrant
story, and his book is also a companion for those who love river
fishing and care deeply about the future of the Atlantic salmon.
A River Runs Through Me closes with a moving, elegiac memoir of
the brief life of their lost child by Jane Douglas-Home.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Tracy Borman

Gavin Esler

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 6.15pm | £13, £11

Baillie Gifford Marquee | 6.00pm | £15, £13

Crown & Sceptre tells the story of a thousand
years of kings and queens in Britain and it
could not be more appropriate. In the wake of
the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee celebrations, this
brilliant history of our monarchy, one of the most
enduring institutions in the world, reminds us
how important and precious it has been. Britain’s
kings and queens have survived the storms of
rebellion, revolution and war that swept away
other European dynasties because successive
generations have been remarkably responsive to
change. Tom Holland wrote that this beautifully
made book was ‘Not just a brilliant compendium
of biographies, but the biography of an
institution: a marvellous read.’

How Britain Ends is a brilliant piece of work. By identifying and
understanding that it is English nationalism that will break
the British union, Gavin gets quickly to the heart of a hugely
complex series of issues. After Brexit in 2016, it became clear
that the English revolt against Europe was also a revolt against
the Scots and the Irish, and that the pressures to declare Scottish
independence and to push for a border poll that would unite
Ireland may become irresistible. But the book is much more than
an explanation or a lament for a more harmonious past. It also
asks what constitutional, federal arrangements might prevent
the disintegration of the British state.

Cecil Cameron

Image: Historic Royal Palaces

CSY Architects Marquee | 6.15pm | £8, £6

Cecil’s debut novel An Italian Scandal has been described
by Rupert Everett as ‘My historical novel of the year – a
journey to Italy to fall in love with.’ It begins in London
in 1859. Carina Temple refuses to conform to society’s
expectation of a single young lady. Her uncle tells her that
her reputation is ruined and that she must flee to Italy
until the tide of gossip recedes. But Italy turns out to be a
tempestuous place and Carina becomes entangled with
politics and insurrection. ‘A heady brew of passion and
treachery, intrigue and adventure’, wrote Alan Titchmarsh.
Chaired by Magnus Linklater.
Image: M Buck

BSW Group Big Top
6.00pm | £11, £9

Image: Aaron Hargreaves

Annabel Abbs:
Windswept

Windswept: Why Women Walk is the
story of extraordinary women who
lost their way – their sense of self, their
identity, their freedom – and found it
again through walking in the wild. Part
memoir, Windswept follows Annabel’s own journey as well as
Nan Shepherd’s in the Cairngorms, Gwen John following the
Garonne, Simone de Beauvoir in the mountains and forests of
France and Daphne du Maurier following the River Rhone. This
is a powerful and deeply inspiring book about women who
refused to conform, who recognised a biological, emotional and
artistic need for wilderness, water and desert, and who took the
courageous steps of walking in unpeopled and often forbidding
landscapes.
16
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Image: Charlie Gray

Mick Herron & Jack
Lowden: Slow Horses
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 7.30pm | £15, £13

In the recent TV adaptation of Mick Herron’s darkly
humorous spy thriller Slow Horses, Borders actor
Jack Lowden stars as hero River Cartwright, one
of a team of failed intelligence operatives under
the command of their cantankerous boss, played
by Gary Oldman. Although highly trained, these
misfits do not run ops - they push paper. But when
a boy is kidnapped and his beheading is scheduled
for live broadcast on the net, they refuse to sit back
and watch. We’re delighted that, here in Melrose,
Jack Lowden will be on stage with Mick Herron as
he brings us bang up to date with Bad Actors, his
seventh novel in the series which has been hailed
as being ‘at the summit of a new golden age in spy
fiction’. Chaired by Alistair Moffat.
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Shaping Scotland’s
Stories

Gavin Francis

CSY Architects Marquee
7.45pm | £8, £6

BSW Group Big Top | 7.30pm | £11, £9

Image: Chris Austin

Recovery: The Lost Art of Convalescence
is a short, uplifting account of hope and
healing and its publication in the wake of an
unparalleled pandemic could not be better
timed. With illness, sometimes the end is just
the beginning. Recovery and convalescence
are words that exist at the periphery of our
lives – until we are forced to contend with what they really mean. In
this beautifully written book, Gavin explores how – and why – we get
better, revealing the many shapes recovery takes, its shifting history
and the frequent failure to make enough space for it. Characterised
by a view of medicine as ‘the alliance of science and kindness’,
Recovery is a book about a journey that most
of us never intend to make. Along the way,
Gavin unfolds a story of hope, transformation
and the everyday miracle of healing.
Baillie Gifford Series

What doesScotland’s past tell us about
Scotland’s present? Publishing Scotland
sponsors this session as part of the Year of
Stories celebration with a trio of brilliant
authors of historical fiction, Flora Johnston,
Jean Findlay and Sue Lawrence. Each
explores power, ambition, and the price of
non-conformity - particularly for women – set
against backdrops including the Stuart court
in Scotland and London, and the covenanting
movement. We’ll explore how much has
changed since these times of intrigue, and
how events of the past can still resonate today.
Sponsored by Publishing Scotland
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

James Naughtie: Biden’s World
FT DEBATE

The Age of the
Strongman
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
7.45pm | £13, £11

FT foreign affairs columnist
Gideon Rachman explains why
authoritarian leaders are again a
fixture of global politics and just
how big a role energy plays in
geopolitics. The trend started when
Vladimir Putin took power in Russia
22 years ago. With the Ukraine
conflict front of mind, does the cult
of the leader inevitably lead to war
and economic collapse? Gideon
is in conversation with Frederick
Studemann, the FT’s literary editor.
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Baillie Gifford Marquee | 9.00pm | £15, £13

Joe Biden is the American president who, unexpectedly, found himself
confronted by the most dangerous international crisis of the post-Cold War
era. How has he performed, and how well is he equipped, in his eightieth year,
for the reordering of international security that has been forced by Vladimir
Putin’s challenge? James Naughtie, whose On the Road is an enthralling
account of his fifty years of American experiences, brings to bear his deep
knowledge of the United States - and Biden and his people - to reflect on a
presidency reconfigured by the Ukraine crisis. In his inimitable style he will
ask the question to which the world needs an answer:
what lies ahead for the American superpower?
Baillie Gifford Series

Abir Mukherjee

BSW Group Big Top | 9.00pm | £11, £9
In Abir’s latest novel The Shadows of Men,
Calcutta police detective, Captain Sam
Wyndham, and his quick-witted Indian
Sergeant, Surendranath Banerjee, are back
for another rip-roaring adventure set in 1920s
India. When a Hindu theologian is found
murdered in his home, the city of Calcutta
is on the brink of an all-out religious war.
Can the officers of the Imperial Police Force
track down the murderers in time to stop the
bloodbath? Raised in the west of Scotland,
Abir had a breakthrough success with A
Rising Man, the first of five novels featuring
Wyndham and Banerjee, winning awards and
rave reviews on the way. The latest instalment
is, according to The Times, ‘unmissable!’ Don’t.
Image: Nick Tucker
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Borders Book Festival 2022
www.bordersbookfestival.org

Jonathan
Freedland

Some of this year’s events are aimed at inspiring us to get fit, feel good and
promote mental wellbeing. The range includes practical and accessible yoga,
breath and meditation, and healing sound bath sessions, talks such as Gavin
Francis’ reflections on the everyday miracle of healing, Mo Wilde’s insights
into the culinary and healing benefits of eating wild, foraged food, Kathleen
Hart’s uplifting story of a life rebuilt after suffering a life-threatening illness,
Ben West’s powerful campaign for mental health awareness and Markus
Stitz’s call to get on your bike and enjoy some of Britain’s best gravel cycling
routes - and there’s more.

Cullen Kilshaw
Marquee
9.15pm | £13, £11

In April 1944
nineteen-year-old
Rudolf Vrba and Fred
Wetzler became
the first Jews ever
to break out of
Auschwitz. Under electrified fences, past
watchtowers and thousands of SS guards
and their slavering dogs, they trekked across
marshlands, mountains and rivers to freedom.
Vrba’s mission was to reveal to the world the
truth of the Holocaust. The Escape Artist tells
this epic story, and it has attracted stunning
reviews. ‘An immediate classic of Holocaust
literature. Superbly researched and written, it
is both a gripping story and deeply moving. I
literally could not put it down’ wrote Antony
Beevor.

CSY Architects Marquee
9.15pm | £8, £6

Free to Go: From Orkney to New Zealand
on a Motorbike is more than the
story of an epic journey. Not only did
Esa and her husband cross twenty
international frontiers - many of these now closed - they also
embarked on a journey that shaped and transformed them.
This extraordinary book is a tale of expanding liberties and
horizons, of motherhood, of xenophobia and the shifting
sands of geopolitics. Free to Go also examines the challenges
of navigating a world where many assume that women ride
pillion, both on a motorbike and within relationships. Esa is
a poet and an academic who speaks Italian, French, Spanish
and Arabic and writes beautifully in English.

EVENT CANCELLED
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Mixed Form Yoga
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 1.30pm | £10

Join Yoga Ganesh’s Braxton for a mixed form yoga session incorporating hatha,
flow and restorative disciplines. The session looks at a number of yoga styles
and combines them with ambient soundscapes for a fully immersive slow flow
in movement and breath. Suitable for both beginners and seasoned yogis. The
class will be relatively slow paced and will conclude with an extended savashana
meditation. Bring warm clothing and your own yoga mat.

Image: Red Square Photography

Esa Aldegheri:
Free to Go

Events are spread across the whole festival, with most of the practical, interactive
sessions taking place on Friday 17 June.

Kathleen Hart:
Devorgilla Days
BSW Group Big Top | 1.30pm | £11, £9

Devorgilla Days is a diary of recovery, of beginning again,
a story about uncovering the things that really matter
and discovering what makes us feel truly alive. Eight years
ago, Kathleen was diagnosed with breast cancer and
spent months in hospital learning how to walk again, live
again. She came across a small, whitewashed cottage for sale in Wigtown. Driving
hundreds of miles on little more than a few photographs and a hunch, Kathleen
bought the cottage on the same day she saw it and named it after the formidable
13th century Scottish princess. Devorgilla Days is the inspiring story of a life rebuilt.

Massage Therapy Drop-In Sessions
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent | 1.30pm – 4.00pm | Prices vary depending on treatment

Massage therapy works to promote healing and enhance overall wellbeing. There are many forms of massage
therapy, each with its own benefits. Why not try out some of the short treatments available to let you learn
which type of massage might be right for you? Sessions vary in price and duration. No advance bookings.
21
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Nick Hodgson:
Hadrian’s Wall
Trimontium Marquee | 2.00pm | £8, £6

Stretching for 73 miles from the Tyne to the
Solway, Hadrian’s Wall is the most impressive
reminder of Britain’s Roman past. It was
a massive undertaking, requiring huge
investment in time and manpower at the
very edge of the empire. But why was it built
and how was it constructed? Written by Nick
Hodgson, historian and leading archaeologist,
this fabulous book about the Emperor
Hadrian’s most famous construction explores
the motivations behind this enormous barrier
and the reason why it was manned for three
hundred years. This book is packed with
the sort of detail that will satisfy the most
discerning Wall buff.

Breathwork
& Meditation

Douglas
Jackson

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 3.00pm | £10

Trimontium Marquee
4.00pm | £8, £6

Join Yoga Ganesh’s Braxton for a mini
workshop on breathwork. The session will
focus on the importance of breath, prana,
the benefits of life force and the ancient
healing properties of pranayama. After a short
summary of the various forms we will go
on to experience the breathing and healing
properties as an exercise. Bring warm clothing
and your own yoga mat.

It is AD 400. Rome and its empire are
falling. Veteran cavalry commander,
Marcus Flavius Victor, sets out with his
regiment to make what may be his final
tour of the forts along Hadrian’s Wall.
The Wall is the latest from one of Britain’s
very best historical novelists and it is a
masterly tour-de-force as Doug takes the
reader back to a Borders landscape that
looked very different 1600 years ago.
Compelling, page-turning, impossible to
put down.

Our Wild Farming
Life
BSW Group Big Top
4.30pm | £11, £9

Mo Wilde: The
Wilderness Cure
BSW Group Big Top
3.00pm | £11, £9

Foraging is one of the last wild acts
of defiance against the concrete
world. Humans versus humanoids.
It’s a crack in the dam, a chink of
light, wild food nourishes the very soul. Mo Wilde made a
pledge to live only off foraged food for a year. In a world
disconnected from its roots, eating wild food is healing,
social and political. The Wilderness Cure is the story of that
year. It is a diary of wild experiment: a timely, important
and inspiring memoir, and a love letter to the natural
world.
22
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Lynn Cassells and Sandra Baer left their
friends, family and jobs in England to
find a small piece of land in Scotland
they could call their own. They had no
money, no plan and no experience of
farming. Maybe they would keep a few
chickens, a kitchen garden and rent out
some camping space. Instead, they fell
in love with Lynbreck Croft, 150 acres
of wild Scottish highland country in
the foothills of the Cairngorms, seeing
it as being filled with opportunity and
beauty. Their book is an account of
what happens when you follow your
dreams. Lynn Cassells will tell us a
remarkable story.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Dr John Reid

Image: Dawn Marie Jones

Victoria Crowe &
Christine De Luca

Trimontium Marquee | 6.00pm | £8, £6

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 4.45pm | £13, £11

Image: Michael Walton MBE

Another Time, Another Place comprised twelve paintings by
Victoria Crowe which inspired twelve poems by Christine De
Luca to form a beautiful conversation between an artist and
a poet. These paintings represented a return to work in her
studio in West Linton, during lockdown, where Crowe found
full expression of her life force after recovering from serious
illness. The result was a contemplative body of work examining
the idea of finding the profound in one’s immediate surroundings. Another Time, Another
Place will be reprised at this return visit to the Book Festival and will include discussion
around the development of the artist and poet’s collaboration from its tentative roots in
Crowe’s Retrospective exhibition of 2019, and how these concerns are echoed in more recent
paintings. Victoria and Christine will be joined by Genevieve Fay to discuss their collaboration.

Drone imagery is everywhere, from car adverts to war zones. It
has completely transformed many areas of photography and
none more so than the world of archaeological visualisation. In
his talk, ‘Droning On’, radiologist, archaeologist and astronomer,
John Reid provides an entertaining and visually stunning insight
into this powerful new medium and how it has revolutionised
how we view the ancient landscape.

‘Great art is both timeless and of its moment’ - Sir John Leighton, Director-General of the
National Galleries of Scotland.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Ursula Howard

The Walter Scott Prize

CSY Architects Marquee | 4.45pm | £8, £6

Baillie Gifford Marquee | 6.15pm - 7.00pm | £5

Bessie Quinn Survivor Spirit is an unlikely biography. Subtitled From
Galashiels Mills to Garden Cities – The Story of an Irish Family in Scotland
1845 to 1922, the life of an extraordinary woman lies at its heart. And
the book was written from the heart for Bessie Quinn was an ancestor
of Ursula’s and the quest to uncover her past was a labour of love. It
is also the stuff of real history - atmospheric, emotional and acutely
well observed. The book brings vividly to life the noisy, noisome, busy
streets of Galashiels at a time when the mills thrummed and business
was brisk. Congested, hardscrabble lives lived in the tenements of
Low Buckholmside come right off the page and Bessie Quinn is a
captivating figure. This book is a gem.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Ben Rawlence: The Treeline

The 2022 Walter Scott Prize Shortlist:
Andrew Greig Rose Nicolson (Riverrun)
James Robertson News of the Dead
(Hamish Hamilton)
Amanda Smyth Fortune (Peepal Tree
Press)
Colm Tóibín The Magician (Viking)

Generously given each year and founded by the
Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch to honour the
memory of their great kinsman, the writer who
invented the historical novel, this prize can be
career-changing for both winners and those who
are shortlisted. Not only is the £25,000 to the
winner and the £1,500 to each of those shortlisted
significant, the exposure and renown are also of
great benefit. Benjamin Myers, the 2018 winner, saw
his name on 30 million postmarks congratulating
him and his Walter Scott Prize winning book The
Gallows Pole is about to be a major BBC TV drama
series. The Duke of Buccleuch will announce the
name of the winner live on stage at the festival.

BSW Group Big Top | 6.00pm | £11, £9

The Treeline: The Last Forest and the Future of Life on Earth
is both elegiac and hopeful. The Arctic treeline is the
frontline of climate change. For fifty years the trees have
been retreating, creeping slowly towards the North Pole.
They encircle the globe in an almost unbroken green
ring and are the world’s second largest biome. Scientists
are only beginning to understand the huge significance
of the northern forests of Scots pine, birch, larch, spruce,
poplar and rowan. In Scotland, Scandinavia, Siberia,
Alaska, Canada and Greenland, Ben discovers what these
trees and the people who live and work under them have
to tell us about the past, present and future of our planet.
24
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THE McINROY & WOOD LECTURE
FT DEBATE

The Future of Faslane
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
6.15pm | £13, £11

Sir Malcolm Rifkind, who served in cabinets
under Margaret Thatcher and John Major,
debates the future of naval base Faslane
and the UK’s nuclear deterrent with CND
campaigner Isobel Lindsay and Luba
Zatsepina, Lecturer in International Relations
at the University of Edinburgh. Has Russian
aggression blunted political arguments to
relocate Faslane? The session is chaired by
the FT’s Edinburgh-based Mure Dickie.

Claire Askew:
A Matter of Time
CSY Architects Marquee
6.15pm | £8, £6

Allan Little
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 7.30pm | £15, £13

In a brilliant, acutely perceptive analysis for the
BBC, Allan wrote ‘Vladimir Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine has changed the world. We are living in
new and more dangerous times - the post-Cold
War era that began with the fall of the Berlin Wall
is over. It is a rare thing to live through a moment
of huge historical consequence and understand
in real time that is what it is. In November
1989, I stood on a snow-flecked Wenceslas
Square in Prague, the capital of what was then
Czechoslovakia, and watched a new world being
born. The peoples of Communist Eastern Europe
had risen in defiance of their dictatorships. The
Berlin Wall had been torn down. A divided Europe
was being made whole again.’ Allan went on to do
the difficult thing in a time of fast-changing events
when he set them in a clear historical perspective.
Exclusively for the Borders Book Festival, he
has developed and adapted his thinking into a
compelling lecture.

A Matter of Time is the outstanding new novel
from the highly acclaimed author of All the
Hidden Truths and What You Pay For, both
shortlisted for the CWA Golden Dagger Award.
And the new novel is set in the Borders. At
8am the first shots are fired. At 1pm the police
establish that the gunman has a hostage. By
5pm a siege is underway. At 9pm DI Helen
Birch walks, alone and unarmed, into an
abandoned Borders farmhouse to negotiate
with the killer. One day. One woman. One
chance to get everyone out alive. This is a
brilliant, atmospheric, gripping novel. Claire is
the current Writer in Residence at Edinburgh
University.

Natalie Haynes:
Pandora’s Jar –
Women in the
Greek Myths
BSW Group Big Top
7.30pm | £11, £9

Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Image: Lewis Khan
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The Greek myths have been retold for
thousands of years, underpinning the
modern world and inspiring novels,
plays, films and art, but they rarely focus on the remarkable
women at the heart of these ancient stories. And when they
do, those women are often painted as monstrous, vengeful and
evil. But Pandora – the first woman, who according to legend
unloosed chaos upon the world – was no villain, and even
Medea’s story is more nuanced than generations of retellings
suggest. Now, Natalie Haynes, star of the BBC Radio 4 series
Natalie Haynes Stands up for the Classics, returns to Melrose
to retell major classic stories in her inimitable, fast-paced, witty
style, putting the women of the Greek myths on equal footing
with the menfolk.
Image: James Betts
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Esme Young:
Behind the Seams
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
7.45pm | £13, £11

Behind the Seams: My Life in Creativity,
Friendship and Adventure is a
fascinating, engaging memoir for fans
of The Great British Sewing Bee. As
a little girl, Esme was asked to write
in her notebook but instead filled it
with drawings, the only way she knew
how to express herself. When she was
seven, it was discovered Esme was
partly deaf. After finding refuge in
her sketchbooks, she made her first
garment and a passion for sewing and
design was born. In London, with no
money, she helped launch a clothing
line called Swanky Modes, watched
the Notting Hill Carnival with David
Bowie and altered a dress for Cher.
After costume designing for films,
Esme herself began to appear on
the small screen. Behind the Seams is
a celebration of a creative life lived
differently.

The Scottish Impressionists
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 9.00pm | £20

No, not William MacTaggart or James Guthrie. More the completely brilliant Rory Bremner, the utterly
amazing Ronni Ancona and the absolutely marvellous Lewis MacLeod. They will be joined by Boris
Johnson, Sean Connery, Audrey Hepburn, George Galloway, Donald Trump, Posh, maybe Becks and a
host of others. This triple bill, brought together exclusively for the Borders Book Festival to celebrate
Scotland’s Year of Stories will cause gales of laughter to rock the marquee and blow away the blues.
Unmissable.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Sponsored by
Davidson Chalmers Stewart

Christine De Luca
CSY Architects Marquee
7.45pm | £8, £6

Image: Dawn Marie Jones

Supported by the Dr David Summers
Charitable Trust

The acclaimed, much loved poet and
novelist will talk about Veeve, her new
collection of poetry in English and
Shetlandic. Tom Pow described it as
‘alive with outward-looking, generous
poems.’ Christine’s new novel is The
Trials of Mary Johnsdaughter. In 1773
a shipload of poor, storm-broken
Caithness emigrants bound for North
America unexpectedly arrives on Shetland just as winter begins.
Food is scarce. How will they survive? Mary Johnsdaughter
becomes involved with the emigrants and her troubles do not
end when their ship, the Bachelor of Leith, eventually departs.
We follow her through youthful promise and passion, the throes
of the ritual humiliation of kirk discipline, to a final denouement.

Lisa Jewell & Will Brooker
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 9.15pm | £13, £11

Have you ever thought about what it takes to become a
bestselling writer? If so, The Truth About Lisa Jewell is the book
for you. In it, Will Brooker tells the story of how a novel is
written, from before the start to after the finish; it’s an in-depth
analysis of how that novel fits into a bestselling author like
Lisa Jewell’s career and her previous work, and what her style
shares with other authors. Both Will and Lisa will be on stage
to talk about the story of their friendship - popular novelist
and professor of cultural studies - two very different writers.
This will be a fascinating event - and Lisa will also give us a
glimpse of what will be coming in The Family Remains due to
be published in July.

EVENT CANCELLED

Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Image: Johnston Montgomery

The Andy Lawrenson
Trio: Le Café Parisien
BSW Group Big Top
9.15pm - 10.30pm | £11, £9

Le Café Parisien is a musical and cultural
journey through the streets, cafés and
terraces of Europe. Expect to hear hot club
swing, classical themes, adventures into
Romani and Celtic Music, and vintage songs,
served up with a fresh new twist. A veritable
melting pot of astounding musicianship
and novel arrangements, all delivered with
a sense of warmth and fun to make for a
cracking night’s entertainment!

Saturday 18 June
Borders Book Festival 2022
www.bordersbookfestival.org

Image: Kirsty Anderson

Alexander McCall Smith
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 12.00pm | £15, £13

Sandy’s imagination compasses the world, from Mma
Ramotswe’s life in Botswana, chronicled 23 times, and
growing ever richer in the telling, to stories of Scotland
Street, Corduroy Mansions, Professor Dr von Igelfeld,
Detective Varg and Edinburgh’s very own Sunday
Philosophy Club series. In The Sweet Remnants of Summer
Isabel Dalhousie, the nation’s favourite moral philosopher,
accepts an invitation to serve on the advisory committee
of the Scottish National Portrait Gallery and finds herself
swept up in unexpected dilemmas and dramas.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
FT DEBATE

CSY Architects Marquee
9.15pm | £8, £6

The Cost of Living Crisis
Image: Hollie McNish

Pedersen’s
Poetry Pot

Prize-winning writer & Neu!
Reekie! founder, Michael
Pedersen brings us The Poetry
Jamboree. He’ll be reading
from his books Oyster and Boy
Friends and presenting three of
his favourite poetry bedfellows.
Joining Michael’s jamboree
will be Scottish/Algerian writer
Janette Ayachi, whose collection
Hand Over Mouth Music was
named The Saltire Society Poetry
Book of the Year 2019, widely
celebrated poet William Letford,
whose collections Bevel and Dirt
have both won rave reviews and
heading up the show is none
other than Scotland’s second
Makar/National Poet and Queen’s
Gold Medal for Poetry winner,
Liz Lochhead. A Scottish tour de
force indeed!
Supported by
Year of Stories 2022
30

Liz Lochead

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 12.15pm | £13, £11

FT columnist Merryn Somerset Webb offers a survival guide for the cost of living
crisis in conversation with Claer Barrett, the newspaper’s Consumer Editor. Rising
inflation, utility bills and food prices make 2022 the year with the biggest fall in
living standards in the UK since the mid-1950s. Merryn, author of Share Power,
observes that while chancellor Rishi Sunak is powerless to reverse the trend, it is
still possible for ordinary investors to make money.

Ed Balls
Baillie Gifford Marquee 1.30pm
£15, £13

Appetite: A Memoir in Recipes of
Family and Food is a very good idea
for a book - an excellent, innovative
way to make the well-worn genre
of political memoir come alive. It
avoids all the bear traps and clichés
with its honesty and humour – and
its excellent recipes, many of them
memories of childhood. Delia
Smith thought the book delightful, Stephen Fry said it was
wonderful and Caitlin Moran wrote that it was a big, joyous
hug of a book. Appetite adds yet another dimension to the life
of this former cabinet minister who proves that he can cook
even better than he can dance. And Ed might also have one or
two comments about parties, and not only the catering.

Michael Pedersen

Janette Ayachi

William Letford

W W W.BORDERSBOOKFESTIVAL.ORG

Sponsored by Davidson Chalmers Stewart
Image: Nicky
Johnson
Miles
Jupp
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Saturday 18 June
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
1.45pm | £13, £11

Image: Claire Black

Chitra
Ramaswamy:
Homelands
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
3.15pm | £13, £11

‘The funniest man in Britain has written
a wonderful novel. Rejoice!’ said Richard
Osman when he turned the last page of
History. The private school Clive Hapgood
teaches at is consuming his life. Far from
being the gentle country life he envisaged,
it is stifling and his marriage is on the brink.
A holiday is what is needed, but things don’t
go to plan…

Perhaps best known for her unsparing
and often amusing restaurant reviews
for The Times Scotland and her work on
BBC Radio Scotland, Chitra has written
something very different. Homelands
is about belonging, prejudice and family, a story that is told
through a long friendship between the author and a 98-year-old
Holocaust survivor. Chitra found she had much in common with
Henry Wuga, founder of the largest Jewish catering company
in Glasgow and the result is a moving, reflective and gripping
story. The Makar, Kathleen Jamie, thought it ‘marvellous’ and
Denise Mina found it ‘utterly engrossing’. It is all of those things
and much more.

‘Well observed’, wrote the Mail on Sunday,
‘Jupp has fun skewering the absurdities of
public school life.’
While History is
very funny it is also
a sensitive and
insightful novel.

Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Lindsey Davis
Trimontium Marquee | 4.00pm | £8, £6

Val McDermid

Image: Emyr Young

Baillie Gifford Marquee | 3.00pm | £15, £13

Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Image: Ed Shaw

Andrew Marr: The BBC Years
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 4.30pm | £15, £13

After twenty-one years at the BBC, sixteen of them on the Sunday
morning sofa and his political show, Andrew has switched off the autocue
and hung up his microphone. Mixed with the weekly political fare were
landmark documentary series such as The History of Modern Britain, The
Diamond Queen and Andrew Marr’s History of the World. A stellar career
at the heart of the corporation’s output talking to world leaders
has made many memories and Andrew will look back at
turning points, laughs and surprises - and he also got
to interview Keeley Hawes in The Bodyguard.
He will now look forward to recovering his
own voice and opinions at The New
Statesman and LBC.

Image: Steve Schofield

1979 is a brilliant novel by the mistress of the genre, and it is
also the first in a new series. Set in the ‘winter of discontent’,
reporter Allie Burns is chasing her first big scoop. A woman in
the macho world of the newsroom, Allie begins to expose the
criminal underbelly of respectable Scotland, makes powerful
enemies and develops a steely determination. And she also risks
her life. 1979 is Val at her dazzling best as it draws on her own
experience as a journalist at that time.

Rome, the very end of December. The Field of Mars is packed with monuments,
none more beautiful than Domitian’s new theatre and stadium. But the area has
been overtaken by a series of ugly events: several elaborately, almost theatrically
staged murders. In the latest of her wonderful Roman detective mysteries, Lindsey
gives the case to Flavia Albia and not her father, Falco. And then the plot thickens!
The Falco and Flavia Albia stories are bestsellers and have gathered
wonderful reviews. ‘Light-hearted, witty and effortlessly
clever’ said The Observer.

Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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A Beginner’s Guide to Publishing
CSY Architects Marquee | 4.45pm | £8, £6

Pippa Evans & Tony Hawks
BSW Group Big Top | 4.30pm | £11, £9

In Pippa’s book Improv Your Life she passes on everything she’s
learned from her award-winning improv career so that you
can take centre stage in your own life. Comedy helps us in
life’s interactions – and where would we be without a sense
of humour? Tony has written a number of bestselling books
chronicling his various absurd challenges, including hitchhiking
around Ireland with a fridge, taking on the Moldovan football
team at tennis and cycling coast to coast with a mini pig called
Titch. ‘What I’ve learned from my books,’ said Tony, ‘is the
wisdom of silliness.’ Pippa and Tony will talk about all these
experiences and how to put comedy on the page.

Clockwise:
Lisa Highton
Louise Lamont
Jan Rutherford

Famously a business of opinions, highly subjective judgements
and often a gamble, publishing can seem impenetrable. Lisa
Highton, former publisher at Two Roads, and literary agent Louise
Lamont will explain how and why manuscripts are chosen and
how they get into an editor’s hands. Once they do, what happens
if a publisher wants to publish? Lisa and Louise will be joined
by publicist Jan Rutherford to talk about the great importance
of marketing and PR. They will discuss the state of the current
publishing market, the importance of social media, shrinking
conventional media outlets, the influence of bookshops, Amazon,
book festivals and the holy grail of reading groups and word of
mouth. And finally, what is a successful author? Copies sold? Great
reviews? Fulfilment? This promises to be a fascinating session.
Image: Michael Shelford

Darren McGarvey
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
4.45pm | £13, £11

The Social Distance Between Us gets
to the root of one of Britain’s biggest
problems. Darren believes that a ravine
cuts through this country, partitioning the
powerful from the powerless, the vocal
from the voiceless and the fortunate from
those too often forgotten. The problem
is stark: for generations a select group
of people with very limited experience
of social inequality have been charged
with discussing and debating it. That
means Britain has a chronic, longdistance relationship with reality. In this
well-argued analysis, Darren not only
clearly identifies the problems, but he
also writes about how we can do more
towards tackling them. Chaired by Chris
Brookmyre.

Image: Steven Reynolds
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Julian Clary
Baillie Gifford Marquee
6.00pm | £15, £13

The Lick of Love is a wonderfully funny, piquant
and moving memoir from one of Britain’s
best-loved comedians. Wherever life has taken
Julian, there has always been a dog by his
side. Fanny the Wonder Dog helped propel
him up the ranks of the alternative comedy
circuit and onto television. Told in the author’s
unique voice, this memoir is the story of a
fascinating life and a love letter to the dogs
who have been a constant part of it. The
writing is elegant, clear and often touching;
‘What ever else is going on, it is the water bowl
in the kitchen, the dog hair on my jumper,
the knowing gaze from the dog in the basket
beside me that comforts me and tells me that
all is well.’ In conversation with Rory Bremner.
Sponsored by Border Vets
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The Politics of Gaelic
Walter Scott Prize
Shortlist
BSW Group Big Top | 6.00pm | £11, £9

This year four superb novels have been
chosen for the Walter Scott Prize shortlist.
Andrew Greig, James Robertson and
Amanda Smyth will join us in Melrose to
talk about their work after the winner is
announced live at the festival on Friday
17 June.

Devi Sridhar: How
Global Politics
Shape Our Health
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
6.15pm | £13, £11

During the Covid-19 pandemic,
Edinburgh Professor Devi Sridhar’s face
has become familiar to many. She has
played a vital role in communicating
science to the public and speaking
truth to power. In her book Preventable:
How a Pandemic Changed the World
& How to Stop the Next One, she uses
the spellbinding story of the Covid-19
pandemic to show how global politics
shape our health. This arresting, highly
readable account dissects global
structures that determine our fate and
reveals the deep-seated social and
economic inequalities at their heart. It will
challenge, outrage and inspire.

CSY Architects Marquee | 6.15pm | £8, £6

Alasdair Allan was born at Ashkirk, only a few miles south of
Melrose. But as the MSP for the Western Isles, he has become
a fluent Gaelic speaker. Between 2011 and 2016 he served as
Minister for Learning, Science and Scotland’s Languages. Also
a speaker of Scots, Alasdair wrote Tweed rins tae the Ocean, an
account of a walk along the line of the Scotland/England border.
All of which makes him very well qualified to explain the Scottish
Government’s policies on Gaelic and Scots and also to explain
why it is a good idea to have Failte gu Alba on signs welcoming
motorists to Scotland, cars with Poileas on their bonnets to make
sure they don’t speed and an Ambaileans on hand if they do.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Joanna Lumley
Baillie Gifford Marquee
7.30pm | £15, £13

Only a few days after the four day bank
holiday celebrations, Joanna Lumley
returns to Melrose to rejoice with us
in Queen Elizabeth’s Platinum Jubilee.
Edited and introduced by Joanna, A
Queen for All Seasons is a sparkling
collection of illuminating insights around
key moments in the Queen’s seventy-year
reign. No other British monarch has worn
the crown for so long and this lovingly
written book traces events from 1952
to the present day. The Queen is our
matriarch: she keeps the national ship
steady through crises and catastrophes,
and she is loved by her subjects. And by
none more so than Joanna Lumley.

Image: Rankin
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Meriel Schindler:
The Lost Café
Schindler

Caroline Eden: The
Taste of Place
BSW Group Big Top | 9.00pm | £11, £9

Food is always as much about people and
politics as it is about flavours and tastes
which is what makes it so interesting. As
the anthropologist, Claude Levi-Strauss,
once said, “food is good to think with.” In
this talk, the writer and journalist Caroline
Eden will explore timely themes from her
last two award-winning books, Black Sea
which begins in southern Ukraine and
Red Sands which starts in Kazakhstan. We
will learn of climate change in the walnut
forests of Kyrgyzstan, Odesa’s troubled, and
fascinating, trade history and signs of hope
on the northern shore of the desiccated Aral
Sea - and more.

BSW Group Big Top
7.30pm | £11, £9

This is an addictive detective story.
When Meriel Schindler’s father, Kurt
Schindler died in 2017, she began to
piece together the details of his life.
Was he related to Oskar Schindler,
immortalised in Steven Spielberg’s film, or to Franz Kafka?
Through a history of the family business, the Café Schindler in
Innsbruck, Meriel uncovers a fascinating – and devastating –
family history. It also chronicles the wider story of the Jews of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire and how anti-Semitism took root.
It is a wonderful combination of the personal and the political,
and also the story of a lost world.

EVENT CANCELLED

Ben West: This Book Could
Save Your Life
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
7.45pm | £13, £11

This Book Could Save Your Life is
not an overstatement. Its subtitle
is Breaking the Silence Around
the Mental Health Emergency,
and it does that powerfully and
eloquently. The shock of the
sudden loss of his brother to suicide two years ago
propelled Ben to take positive action from this tragedy
as he began to campaign for mental health awareness
and fundamental change in the way that we approach
these issues, especially in the education system. At just 20
years old, Ben has already won awards and widespread
recognition for his work which has focused on innovation
such as the mandatory training in mental health first aid
for all educators.

Sarah Smith: Hear No Evil
CSY Architects Marquee | 7.45pm | £8, £6

Supported by the Dr David
Summers Charitable Trust
Supported by
Year of Stories 2022
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Hear No Evil is set in 19th century Glasgow and inspired by the real-life,
landmark case of the first Deaf person to be tried in a Scottish court. It is
the compelling story of Jean Campbell – a young Deaf woman – who is
arrested after being seen throwing a child into the River Clyde. Unable
to communicate with their silent prisoner, the authorities move her to
Edinburgh’s decaying Tolbooth prison. The High Court calls in Robert
Kinniburgh, a talented teacher from the Deaf and Dumb Institution, in the
hope that he will interpret for them and determine if Jean is fit for trial, and
slowly an extraordinary tale emerges. ‘A fascinating exploration of deafness
and human values amid the sight, sounds and smells of urban Scotland in
1817,’ wrote Sally Magnusson.
W W W.BORDERSBOOKFESTIVAL.ORG

I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Buccleuch
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 9.15pm - 10.30pm | £20

A special Borders Book Festival edition of the legendary BBC radio comedy panel game, I’m Sorry I Haven’t a
Clue, will be hosted by the inimitable Jack Dee and will star Miles Jupp, Rory Bremner, Pippa Evans and Tony
Hawks with music by Colin Sell. Billed as an antidote to panel games, the show consists of two teams given
silly things to do by the chairman. Regular features include One Song to the Tune of Another, Mornington
Crescent, Sound Charades and the Uxbridge English Dictionary. Points and scores are apparently awarded
but no one is sure how or what they are. What is certain is that this edition of the show, unique to the Borders
Book Festival, will raise more than a smile.
Sponsored by The Borders Distillery
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Saturday 18 June
“things are
likely to
degenerate
rapidly into
filth, acrimony
and abuse”

Borders Book Festival 2022
www.bordersbookfestival.org

Image: Kris Kesiak

Songwriting
Masterclass
with Gareth
Williams:
Songs from
the Last Page

Healing Sound
Bath Session
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
11.00am | £10
Join our resident festival yogi Braxton
as he guides you at an immersive
level. This is a peaceful, blissful
sound journey during our healing
bath session. As you are introduced
to this incredibly soothing process,
you will lie down and wrap up in
thick cosy blankets, with pillows and
cushions and settle into a reflective
like state - as soundscapes, music and
meditative instruments bathe you to
a place of complete harmonious and
melodic calm. The perfect way to start
your Sunday…Bring your own yoga
mat, warm blanket or sleeping bag,
cushions or pillows and eye-mask.

Billingham
& Brookmyre
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
9.15pm | £13, £11

Mark Billingham and Chris
Brookmyre return to Harmony
Garden to discuss their work,
including Mark’s new Tom
Thorne novel The Murder Book
and Chris’s forthcoming hen
weekend thriller The Cliff House.
After that, things are likely to
degenerate rapidly into filth,
acrimony and abuse, before
probably finishing up with a
singsong. So just your average
Saturday night in Melrose,
basically.

Trimontium Marquee
11.00am - 1.00pm | £15
In this practical, interactive
workshop aspiring songwriters
will have the opportunity to
work with Gareth Williams
to create brand-new songs of their own. An experienced
songwriter and composer, Gareth will guide participants
through the session, sharing ideas and tips about the
songwriting process. Part of Scotland’s Year of Stories, this
is a companion event to Songs from the Last Page which is
being performed later on Sunday 19 June. The workshop will
focus on exploring how we make songs from both our own
stories and those we read. No prior songwriting experience is
necessary.

EVENT
CANCELLED

Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Image: Paul Reich

Natasha Solomons: The Secret
History of the Mona Lisa
CSY Architects Marquee | 9.15pm | £8, £6

From the Renaissance, admirers of the Mona Lisa have said
how the painting looks as if ‘she’s just waiting to speak’. In
Natasha Solomons’ dazzlingly inventive new novel I, Mona
Lisa, she finally does. In her illustrated talk Natasha will discuss
the secrets behind the Mona Lisa and how she inspired this novel. She’ll talk about
everything from who the Mona Lisa really was in life and how the painting was
created, to how she crossed the Alps and changed the course of art. In recent years,
the Mona Lisa has become both icon and meme, but hopefully by the end of this
illuminating discussion, you - like Natasha – will be able to appreciate the Mona Lisa
all over again. Maybe you’ll even hear her speak.

EVENT CANCELLED
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Image: Steve Schofield

Andrew Marr:
Ruffling Feathers
Baillie Gifford Marquee | 12.30pm | £15, £13

Having observed politics for sixteen years as the BBC’s impartial
interviewer and reporter, the real, unvarnished Andrew Marr can
once again be heard as he begins to speak with his own voice
and put forward his own, highly informed, opinions. Launching
his new show on LBC, Andrew said, ‘I’ve always thought
journalism is about breaking stories, ruffling feathers and having
some fun on the way…anyone wanting bland, safe, wearily
predictable journalism is strongly advised to look elsewhere.’ In
Melrose Andrew will talk about his native Scotland, its future,
and perhaps he will tell us what he really thinks of our leaders,
past and present.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Sir Mark Lowcock:
Relief Chief

“I’ve started,
so I’ll finish...”

Clare Hunter
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
12.45pm | £13, £11

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
2.15pm | £13, £11

Sir Mark Lowcock’s book draws on his
behind the scenes experience as the
world’s most senior humanitarian official.
As UN Relief Chief, he witnessed the biggest explosion of need
in modern history. Wars, droughts, storms, floods, earthquakes
and Covid 19 almost overwhelmed the UN. And now millions
of refugees have streamed across the borders of Ukraine. Part
memoir and part manifesto, this extraordinary book depicts
brutality, misery and inhumanity, but it is also an uplifting
story of lives saved and suffering reduced as well as a detailed,
practical agenda for solving crises faster and better in the future.

Image: Mel Lewis

In Embroidering Her
Truth: Mary, Queen
of Scots and the
Language of Power,
Clare unravels the
threads of a secret
history. In 16th
century Europe,
queens used
textiles to proclaim
their power and
status in the maledominated courts
of Europe. In captivity in England, with
her written correspondence monitored
and censored, Mary used her needlework
to smuggle out messages to her followers
and make sure her story was preserved.
‘In this charmed feat of imagination and
learning, the beauties and disasters of
Mary Stuart’s life unfold again…Clare
Hunter is at ease in this glittering, alien
world’, wrote Hilary Mantel.

Baillie Gifford Series

Jack Dee: What is
Your Problem?

Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Baillie Gifford Marquee
3.30pm | £15, £13

Melrose Mastermind
Baillie Gifford Marquee
2.00pm | £15, £13

The black chair returns!
Sally Magnusson inherited
the hot seat when her
dad retired as the host of
the show. She will bring
it to Melrose so that Clive
Myrie, Magnus’ most
recent successor, can grill
four celebrities on their
general knowledge and
specialist subjects. Four writers will endure the terror of
the black chair. Who will triumph? Helen McGinn, Chris
Brookmyre, Jim Naughtie or Ellie Updale? Come and
enjoy the torture!
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Jack Dee was very busy during lockdown.
While the nation was baking bread and
clearing out cupboards, he retrained online
as a psychotherapist and is now open for
business. After an incredibly gruelling
four hours of study, he got his certificate
of completion from the Ruislip College
of Advanced Learning, and he has been
expertly helping people with their problems
ever since. If you have an emotional,
relationship, work or other issue that you
need help with, then he would love to hear
from you. Jack Dee, ‘comedy’s little ray of
sleet’ is here to help.
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Jenny Colgan
Hella Pick
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
3.45pm | £13, £11

Invisible Walls: A Journalist
in Search of Her Life is the
long, rich and unique story
of a Holocaust survivor
who escaped on one of the
last Kindertransport trains
to come to Britain in 1939.
Hella became a great, even
legendary, journalist and her memoir is packed
with vivid detail of her reporting adventures, from
the newly independent African states of the late
1950s, through the USA of the turbulent 1960s,
on through the Cold War and into the uncertain
age of populist promise-makers. All is told with a
keen intelligence and relentless dedication to the
facts. Invisible Walls offers a unique perspective
and there can be no better manifesto against the
current clickbait culture and narcissistic social
media obsession. This voice from before the age
of Facebook and Twitter is profound and urgent.
Chaired by James Naughtie.

BSW Group Big Top
5.00pm | £11, £9

Image: Kajsa Goeransson

Sunday 19 June

An Island Wedding will have its Scottish
launch at the festival. From the charttopping, Sunday Times bestselling author
comes the final novel in the beloved
Mure series. Prepare to have your heart
broken, mended and then broken again.
Olivia and Anthony are planning A Very
Extravagant Wedding at the newest
hotel on the tiny Scottish island of Mure.
They’re flying in chefs, musicians and
something called a living flower wall
…and no one is even allowed to think
the word bridezilla. But it turns out to
be a story of three couples and one
midsummer night. Can everyone get their
happy ever after?
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Magnusson & Moffat
Baillie Gifford Marquee
5.00pm | £15, £13

Sally Magnusson and Alistair Moffat have both
enjoyed long careers as writers of non-fiction and
memoir. But recently both have turned to fiction, to
writing novels, to making stuff up. Sally’s bestselling
debut was The Sealwoman’s Gift, a tale of abduction
and slavery in 17th century Iceland and North Africa.
She followed it with the spellbinding The Ninth
Child, blending Scottish folklore and the story of
the building of the Loch Katrine waterworks in the
19th century. Locked down, unable to continue his
research for a new history book, and apparently not
fit to be lived with if not writing, Alistair came up
with The Night Before Morning. A ‘galloping yarn’ that
takes place in 1944 and the end of the Second World
War, it is set…in the Borders. Both will talk about
the very different business of making stuff up, how
much fun it is and what they learned. Chaired by Lisa
Highton.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Laughter is the Best Weapon
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling Tent | 5.00pm | £8, £6

This is a fascinating memoir by Brigadier Charles Ritchie. He wrote that ‘an army may march on its
stomach, but it leans on its funny bone.’ And he should have known. Postings with The Royal Scots to
the Yemen, Northern Ireland, Bosnia and other far away trouble spots gave him many opportunities
to demonstrate that the ability to laugh – and make others laugh – is an invaluable skill in an officer’s
kitbag. His Colonel in Chief, the Princess Royal, wrote the foreword to this engaging memoir, ‘Charles
has entertained countless people (myself included) with wonderful anecdotes of his colourful life in
the Army. I am therefore delighted that he has finally put these stories together in this book for all
to enjoy – and very grateful to him for donating a share of the proceeds to Save the Children.’ Very
sadly, Charles died in 2020, but his widow, Araminta Ritchie, will come to the festival to talk about this
remarkable man. In conversation with Colin Hogg.
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Simon Jenkins:
The Celts

Songs from
the Last Page:
A Musical
Celebration

BSW Group Big Top
6.30pm | £11, £9

The Celts is a brief history of a long
story, one of Ancient and Modern
Britain’s most enigmatic series of
cultures. Simon offers a compelling
counter-argument to those who see
the so-called Celtic fringe of Britain
as unimportant and irrelevant. This
is a fascinating and timely book that
meditates on who the Celts really were and are – and weren’t
and aren’t – and what their legacy and influence should be
in an increasingly disunited kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

Cullen Kilshaw Marquee
5.15pm | £13, £11

Songs from the Last Page is a new,
musical celebration of Scottish writers
and the world of stories, created by
composer and songwriter Gareth
Williams. From Sherlock Holmes to Peter
Pan, the show presents an uplifting
collection of 12 brand-new songs created
from the last lines of the nation’s favourite
books. Part of Scotland’s Year of Stories,
Songs from the Last Page draws its
inspiration from classical chamber music
plus contemporary pop and features
performances from pianist Gareth, cellist
Justyna Jablonska, and violinist Stuart
Webster. For Borders Book Festival, the
musicians will be joined by special guest,
Lori Watson. A leading Scots singer
brought up in the Borders, Lori will be
joining us on stage to give a unique, live
performance of ‘Flowers of the Forest’, as
featured in Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s classic
novel Sunset Song.

EVENT
CANCELLED

Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Image: Nils Laengner

Markus Stitz: Great British
Gravel Rides

Great British Gravel Rides pays homage to the very best gravel
cycling across England, Wales and Scotland. Markus Stitz has
curated a collection of 25 routes – each one a favourite of a
well-known gravel cyclist. You can join round the world cycling
men’s record holder Mark Beaumont in East Lothian, experience
a different side of East Anglia with ultra-endurance racer Josh
Ibbett, embark on a coast to coast trip across Scotland with
round the world cycling women’s record holder Jenny Graham,
or see the best of the Scottish Borders with diversity in cycling
champion Aneela McKenna.

Image: Kris Kesiak

Steve Brusatte: The Rise
and Reign of the Mammals
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 6.45pm | £13, £11

Professor Steve Brusatte has followed his bestselling The
Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs with something even more
fascinating and surprising. His new book, The Rise and
Reign of the Mammals: From the Shadow of the Dinosaurs
to Us, brims with extraordinary images of extraordinary animals from the long
past: whales with legs that could move on land or paddle in water, armadillos
the size of cars and a horse-gorilla hybrid that walked on its knuckles and
pulled down the branches of trees with its claws. These are not monsters from
the imagination of Pieter Bruegel or Salvador Dali but the ancestors of the six
hundred species of mammals on Earth today - and of us.

Heather Morris
Baillie Gifford Marquee
6.30pm | £15, £13

W W W.BORDERSBOOKFESTIVAL.ORG

Whit Fer No’?
CSY Architects Marquee | 6.45pm | £8, £6

Image: Marianne Mitchelson

From the author of The Tattooist of
Auschwitz, a publishing phenomenon
that sold eight million copies, comes
an astonishing new story. Three Sisters
tells of the promise Cibi, Magda
and Livia made to their father in the
dangerous years before the Second
World War engulfed Europe. They
would stay together. When Livia was
sent to Auschwitz, Cibi followed her
and later, in the death camp, they were
joined by Magda. The sisters made a
new promise to each other: that they
would survive. And somehow they
did. Miraculously Livia and Magda are
still alive, witnesses to horror, but now
surrounded by friends and family in
Israel. They chose to tell their story to
Heather Morris and she has fashioned
it into a novel of hope as well as
suffering, of finding love after loss.
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CSY Architects Marquee | 5.15pm | £8, £6

It is twenty years since James Robertson and Matthew Fitt founded Itchy Coo.
Its goal was to publish and publicise bestselling books in Scots for children
and young people. It is also an educational project working with pupils and
teachers to develop Scots reading and writing skills. Itchy Coo also promoted
the Scots language to the wider public through liaison with the Scottish
Parliament, national organisations as well as internationally. Thirty-six titles
have been published and an amazing quarter of a million books sold. But
there’s much more to be done. Does the Scottish Government’s commitment
need to be clearer and stronger? How should the debate about Scots’ status
be handled? Is it a dialect, a language? What can Scots do that English can’t?
James Robertson talks to Mairi Kidd, former Head of Literature, Languages
and Publishing at Creative Scotland.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Clive Myrie: On the
Ground in Ukraine
Baillie Gifford Marquee
8.00pm | £15, £13

Clive Myrie was in Kyiv when the Russians
invaded and alongside Lyse Doucet, the
BBC’s chief international correspondent,
he sent back regular reports as missiles
and bombs rained down on the city. On
28th February Stuart Ramsay, a Sky News
reporter, was shot in the back as his crew
came under attack in an ambush near
Kyiv. Despite all the dangers, he, Clive
and other war correspondents kept the
world informed. Amidst the propaganda,
lies and confusion, the BBC’s journalists
approached the fighting as closely as
they dared and reported what they saw.
On 6th March Clive began an epic road
journey, driving across Ukraine to the
border with Moldova before reaching
Romania. He will talk to Sally Magnusson
about what he saw and what was
happening on the ground in Ukraine.

Helen McGinn: The
Knackered Mother’s Wine
Guide - A Top Up
BSW Group Big Top | 8.15pm | £20

It’s been a while, but this year TV wine expert Helen
McGinn is back and she’s bringing wine! Helen’s wine
book is based on her award-winning blog and aims
to steer you through the wine aisle with confidence.
She’ll have a selection to taste whilst talking about the
secret to picking a good bottle every time and she’s also
written two fiction books since her last visit so expect
plenty of wine and book chat! Oh, and given it’s Father’s
Day they’re allowed in too!
Ticket includes wine samples from our wine partners
Corney & Barrow.

Baillie Gifford Series

Mairi Kidd:
Feisty and
Fiery and
Fierce

CSY Architects Marquee
8.15pm | £8, £6

Gervase Phinn
Cullen Kilshaw Marquee | 8.15pm | £13, £11

Since the publication of The School at the Top of the Dale,
Gervase’s series about a school inspector in Yorkshire has sold
almost a million copies. And now he has written a delightful,
new and very different novel, At the Captain’s Table. A summer
cruise promises a few weeks of luxury and relaxation on board
The Empress of the Ocean, but the sights of the Mediterranean
are nothing compared to the excitements on board. Unlikely
friendships are formed, feuds break out and as passengers
jostle for a seat at the captain’s table, most plans go overboard.
Gervase is a gifted, brilliant, funny raconteur who can hold
audiences, as well as readers, spellbound.
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From prophecy to photography and art to
activism, the achievements of the women of the
Celtic nations of Scotland, Ireland and Wales have
often gone uncelebrated. Feisty and Fiery and Fierce
aims to right that wrong with a treasury of ‘her
stories’ celebrating women from all three countries
over more than a thousand years. Join author
Mairi Kidd for an empowering hour exploring the
stories of Margaret Tudor’s African companion Elen
More, pirate Anne Bonny, ‘romantic friends’ Sarah
Ponsonby and Eleanor Butler, and many more of
our amazing female forebears.

EVENT CANCELLED

Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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The Saltire Roofing &
l
Building Family Festiva

Saturday
18 June

Join us for a fun-filled weekend
for all ages at the Saltire Roofing
& Building Family Book Festival!
Saturday 18 & Sunday 19 June
(Entry to Harmony Garden and McInroy & Wood Orchard is FREE)
Come and explore around the McInroy & Wood Orchard – it’s a beautiful familyfriendly space to relax and have fun in. There’s space to play, free activities and our
food village serves a range of food and drink for both adults and children.
There’s lots of fun and fascinating books by all our children’s authors in the
Festival Bookshop at Harmony Garden. Feel free to come in and have a browse.

Storytelling the
Super Power Agency
Way!
CSY Architects Marquee
10.00am - 11.30am | £6 | Age 8 -12

In this fun, high-energy interactive writing
workshop, participants will work together with
volunteers to craft a story from scratch, creating
original characters and plots using the power of
their imagination. We’ll provide coloured pencils
and markers to help bring characters to life on
the page. Once the story reaches its climax,
participants will separate and write their own
ending.

Bookbug Rhyme Session
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent |10.15am - 10.45am | FREE | Babies &
under 3s
Join Live Borders Libraries for a funpacked half hour of interactive songs
and stories for babies and toddlers.
No ticket required.

Box office: 0131 290 2112 / www.bordersbookfestival.org
There is NO entry charge for adults
accompanying children to Family Book
Festival events. Please note, however, that our
events are ticketed, so remember to put your
FREE adult ticket in the basket at the time of
booking. Tickets must be booked in advance
for all events.

Accompanying Children to Events

Children under ten must be accompanied to all
events and everyone attending needs a ticket.
Space is limited so we can admit ticket holders only.
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Age Suitability

Ages in listings are for guidance only.

Fly the Flag with
Abbotsford

Photography and Video

Abbotsford Teepee
10.15am - 4.15pm | FREE | All Ages

Official photography and videos may be taken
throughout the festival and used in further
publicity. No unofficial photography or filming
is permitted, and our official media team will
be wearing book festival identification.

All accompanying
adults go free!
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Join the team at the Abbotsford Teepee and
make your own flag inspired by Sir Walter and
Scotland! Activities are run on a drop-in basis
with all materials provided. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.

One Button Benny
BSW Group Big Top
10.30am | £6 | Age 3 - 6

Benny’s back! Join award-winning author Alan
Windram for some fantastic robot picture book
fun in this highly interactive family event. There
will be stories, singing and some ‘robot dancing’
as Alan reads One Button Benny’s latest adventure
- One Button Benny and the Gigantic Catastrophe.
Can Benny save the day? Will he have to press his
‘Emergency Button’ again? Join in the fun to find out.

Storytime
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent | 11.00am - 11.30am | FREE
All Ages

Join Mark Timmins for a great collection of
magical, funny and captivating stories from your
best loved writers.
Especially suited for 3 – 10s. No ticket required.

Bookbug Rhyme Session
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent | 11.45am - 12.15pm
FREE | Babies & under 3s
Join Live Borders Libraries for a funpacked half hour of interactive songs
and stories for babies and toddlers.
No ticket required.
HUGE thanks to illustrator Anders Frang and Little Door Books for
letting us use the illustrations from Scaredy Bat by Jonathan Meres
for our welcome page and background artwork in the Family book
Festival pages.
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Saturday
18 June

Lego Club

It’s Up to Us – A Children’s
Terra Carta for Nature, People
and Planet
BSW Group Big Top
12.00pm | £6 | Age 6 - 106

Join world history author Christopher Lloyd on a
visually stunning story of global climate change
covering 4 billion years of Earth’s history, based
on It’s Up to Us – a collaboration with The Prince’s
Foundation with a foreword provided by HRH The
Prince of Wales. Using his coat of many pockets
containing everyday objects, Christopher will talk
about how it is up to us to help our planet and
what we can do in our everyday lives to halt the
climate crisis and promote sustainability. For all
ages 6-106.

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent 12.45pm | FREE | Age 4 - 11

Perfect for fans of X-Men
and Black Panther, meet Tolá
Okogwu and discover her
epic superhero adventure,
Onyeka and the Academy of
the Sun! Onyeka has a lot of
hair – the kind that makes
strangers stop in the street.
She’s always felt insecure
about her vibrant curls, until
she makes an important
discovery: she can control her hair with her mind!
Onyeka must join the Academy of the Sun, a school
where children with superpowers are trained.
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Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent | 2.15pm - 2.45pm | £6 | All Ages*

Join the fun at Live Borders Libraries Lego Club
where you can create your next art masterpiece
with the LEGO bricks (or just build a castle…).
Activity lasts one hour and is run on a drop-in basis.

Join storyteller Ailie Finlay from My Kind of Book
for an inclusive session of interactive tales and
games. Clap, tap and hum along with the stories
and rhymes.
*Lots of joining-in fun for everyone but
particularly suitable for children with additional
needs and their friends and families.

No ticket required.

The Great BBF Scribble &
Scrawl Challenge!
CSY Architects Marquee
1.45pm | £6 | Age 7 +

Enjoy drawing or sketching? Love writing stories
or poems? In this family-friendly event, you’ll have
a chance to get creative with award-winning duo,
illustrator Jill Calder and children’s author Justin
Davies, whilst meeting some of their monstrous
beasts and beastly monsters. Jill and Justin will
share some of their top drawing and writing tips
and there’ll be plenty of fun activities playing with
words and pictures. By the end of the hour, you’ll
even have created a monster character of your
own! We’ll provide the prompts…all you need
is your imagination. Paper and pencils will be
available.

Caroline Lawrence

Tolá Okogwu: Onyeka and
the Academy of the Sun
CSY Architects Marquee
12.15pm | £6 | Age 8 +

Stir it Up and Shake it Out:
Interactive Tales for Everyone

Trimontium Marquee
2.00pm | £6 | Age 8+

Pamela Butchart
BSW Group Big Top
1.30pm | £6 | Age 5+

It’s time to return to the hilarious Wigglesbottom
Primary series with superstar author, Pamela
Butchart! Don’t miss out on this Borders Book
Festival event; you can expect mayhem, chaos,
and maybe even a school trip that goes a bit
pear-shaped because that lamb that’s just been
introduced to Year 2? IT CAN TALK! Let your
imagination run riot in this fun-filled, laugh-outloud event! After all, the strangest things happen
at Wigglesbottom Primary…
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In a lively, illustrated
talk for children author
Caroline Lawrence tells
how she gets inspiration
from Greek Myths and
Hollywood Blockbusters,
as well as from ancient
history and artefacts.
She will also share how
the bones of a teenage
girl from Roman times
inspired one of her
most recent books The
Time Travel Diaries. Caroline is the award-winning
author of the Roman Mysteries series which was
televised by the BBC in 2007 and 2008.

Chae Strathie: So You Think
You’ve Got it Bad? A Kid’s
Life in Prehistoric Times
BSW Group Big Top
3.00pm | £6 | Age 7 - 10

Life in prehistoric times may sound like fun, what
with all those woolly mammoths and massive
stone circles. But in award-winning author Chae
Strathie’s book, developed in consultation with
experts from the British Museum, you’ll discover
what life was really like for kids in prehistoric
times, from living in a
cave and hunting wild
boar to being forced
down mines to collect
flint… and even eating
butter kept in a bog!
Maybe modern life’s
not so bad after all…A
funny and accessible
introduction to
prehistoric times, this
is a must-see event
for kids with a passion
for horrible history!
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Saturday
18 June

The Saltire Roofing &
l
Building Family Festiva

Jonathan Meres: Scaredy Bat
CSY Architects Marquee
3.15pm | £6 | Age 3 - 6

It’s morning in the Dark, Dark Wood and Little
Bat can’t sleep. He doesn’t like the light. So, when
Big Bat and Middle Bat tease him and call him a
Scaredy Bat, there’s only one thing to do. Leave
the old oak tree and prove them both wrong! Join
Jonathan Meres to hear Little Bat’s story about
letting go and conquering your fears. With battastic illustrations from Anders Frang. Suitable for
3- 6 year-olds and Scaredy Bats of all ages, with
songs stories and lots of fangtastic fun!

Vivian French: The Wizards’
Banquet
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent | 3.15pm | £6 | Age 6 - 9

Pippin Potts is hoping to find a nice safe job…
but instead he finds a forgetful wizard, a chatty
cooking pot, a
devious elf - and a
quest! Can he help
Abacus Peridot,
second level
wizard, avoid the
dreaded tortoiseo-meter? Come
and hear how
this story came
into being with
fairy story fanatic
Vivian French.
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Sunday
19 June

Catherine
Rayner
BSW Group Big
Top | 12.30pm
£6 | Age 4+

Come along and
hear brilliant author
and illustrator
Catherine Rayner
talk about her
beautiful new book My Pet Goldfish and discover
amazing fascinating fishy and underwater facts.
There will be story time and live drawing too…
and even a sneaky preview of Catherine’s next
book! Come and join in the fun.

Stormy Days, Sunny Days:
Sensory Stories and Art
Activity
Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent | 12.30pm | £6 | All Ages*

Join storyteller, Ailie Finlay, and artist/illustrator, Kate
Leiper, as they take you on a fun-packed, sensory
adventure. Ailie will share some of her favourite
inclusive stories and games – there will be plenty of
props to shake, rattle and squish! Then prepare to
get splodgy and splattery with Kate as she guides
you through a printing workshop. So, whether you
like to run like the wind, conjure up a storm or simply
find your place in the sun, be sure to prepare for all
weather conditions!
*A fun and engaging hour-long session for everyone but
particularly suitable for children with additional needs and their
families and friends.
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Fly the Flag with Abbotsford
Abbotsford Teepee
12.30pm - 4.45pm | FREE | All Ages

Join the team at the Abbotsford Teepee and
make your own flag inspired by Sir Walter and
Scotland! Activities are run on a drop-in basis
with all materials provided. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.

Mairi Kidd: Scottish Fairy
Tales, Myths & Legends
CSY Architects Marquee
12.45pm | £6 | Age 7 -12

From enchanted frogs to shape-shifting selkies
and feisty fairies to ghostly knights, Scottish
folklore is full of amazing stories. Join author
Mairi Kidd on a journey to the land of once upon
a time in an interactive session in which you will
learn some fiendish riddles, wrestle with Gaelic
warlords, help make a costume to take a Scottish
Cinderella to the ball and much, much more.
Supported by Year of Stories 2022

Karine Polwart & Kate
Leiper: The Queen of the
Birds
BSW Group Big Top
2.00pm | £6 | Age 4 - 8

After a big storm, the Kingdom of Birds
is looking for a leader. Will it be the bird
with the loveliest song, or the brightest
plumage? The fastest in the air, or
underwater? And will it take just one mighty
bird or a fantastic team? All across the sky,
birds are flocking together. Nightingales
and Robins. Barn Owls and Blackbirds.
Curlews and Cuckoos. Herons and Hoopoes.
And the Eagle and Wee Jenny Wren. Let
the contest begin! Writer and folk musician
Karine Polwart and illustrator Kate Leiper
bring to life this vivid story of leadership and
resilience, diversity and collaboration. Using
storytelling and song, visualisation and
sound, creative movement and fun quizzes,
it’s suitable for 4 to 8 year olds and their
families and friends.
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Sunday
19 June

Dekko Comics
Workshop

The Newest Story in the Whole
Wide World!

BSW Group Big Top
3.30pm | £6 | Age 8 - 14

Davidson Chalmers Stewart Storytelling
Tent | 2.00pm | £6 | Age 6 - 10

Come and write the newest story ever… and pick
up some useful tips about how to write stories in
this family writing workshop with author Vivian
French. Hate writing? Don’t worry. Vivian will do
the scribing. Just bring your shiniest brains and
your maddest ideas - and come and have lots of
wordy fun! PS There might even be some pictures!

Have you ever found a
school subject difficult
or boring before? What
if we told you that there was a way to turn any
school subject or reading into your own comic
strip: where the sole purpose is to be FUN before
educational? Don’t miss this special workshop
with Dekko team member and comic fanatic Kai
Holmström. Bring along a sketchpad and pencils.

Dr Punam Krishan:
How to be a Doctor

Madeline Pinkerton: A Dragon
Story
Davidson
Chalmers
Stewart
Storytelling Tent
3.30pm | £6
Age 3 - 6

CSY Architects Marquee
2.15pm | £6 | Age 6 - 11

Do you have what it takes to become a doctor, a
medical scientist or to work in public health? Join
NHS GP and BBC presenter Dr Punam Krishan to
learn all about the INCREDIBLE lifesaving jobs
you could do when you grow up, from training
to become a heart surgeon or a paramedic to
working as a psychologist or even travelling
to the most extreme areas of the world as an
expedition doctor! With lots of interactive quizzes
and activities, Dr Punam will take you on a
journey through a day in the life of a doctor and
even give you a chance to test your own medical
knowledge!

Tumeric the
dragon and Pip
(the human) love
stories about
dragons. After an unexpected meeting, they find
themselves in their very own Dragon Story! Join
Madeline for story time and lots of dragons! Then
have fun getting creative with a special draw
along to follow.

In business,
every lawyer will
give you options.
We’ll help you make
the right choice.
Clear, practical and commercial legal advice.

Anne & Steve Brusatte:
Scotland’s Dinosaurs
CSY Architects Marquee
3.45pm | £6 | Age 5 - 10

Did you know that dinosaurs once lived in Scotland,
and that palaeontologists today find dinosaur
bones and footprints on the Isle of Skye? Authors
Anne and Steve Brusatte take you back to the time
when Scotland was a real Jurassic Park, 170 million
years ago, with their new children’s picture book
Dugie the Dinosaur. There will also be an interactive
session showing off fossils collected by Steve, who
is a palaeontologist at the University of Edinburgh,
with plenty of time for you ask anything you’ve ever
wanted to know about dinosaurs!
Supported by Year of Stories 2022
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Edinburgh
0131 625 9191
Glasgow
0141 428 3258
Galashiels
01896 550991

dcslegal.com
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Support the Festival
There are a number of ways you can support Borders Book Festival.
For details on becoming a Patron, Supporter
or Friend, or to make a donation please check
out the SUPPORT US page on our website.
Or perhaps your business would like to join us
in a creative partnership? Find out more on
our SPONSORS page.

www.bordersbookfestival.org

are proud to support the
Borders Book Festival
Please get in touch to arrange a
tour of Scotland’s newest
book printing facility
Tel: 0131 665 8444
info@ivanhoecaledonian.co.uk
5A Seafield Way, Edinburgh EH15 1TB

luxury bed and breakfast
in the heart of the Scottish Borders
“A wonderful and only too brief a stay.”
jonathan dimbleby
For availability & bookings
call us on 01896 823184
Gattonside Melrose TD6 9LU
www.fauhopehouse.com
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TRIMONTIUM MUSEUM
THE ORMISTON
MARKET SQUARE
MELROSE, TD6 9PN

SPIRIT OF THE

BORDERS
Are proud partners of
The Borders Book Festival

Hawick, TD9 7AQ | 01450 374330 | thebordersdistillery.com | @thebordersdistillery

Trimontium is the Face
of Roman Scotland
Discover the secrets of Trimontium at the
only museum in Scotland dedicated to the
Roman occupation of Scotland.
Learn about treasures that were hidden near
Melrose for 2000 years.
Walk where Roman soldiers once marched
on one of our guided walks.

Please enjoy our spirit responsibly.

www.trimontium.co.uk / 01835 342788

27-28
August
2022
Buccleuch are proud to support the Borders Book Festival
Explore three of Scotland’s historic estates, where you can stay, play, enjoy the outdoors
and immerse yourself in art and history.
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Bowhill House
Selkirk Scottish Borders TD7 5ET

Dalkeith Country Park
Dalkeith Edinburgh EH22 1ST

Drumlanrig Castle
Dumfries & Galloway DG3 4AQ

T: 01750 22204
E: info@bowhillhouse.co.uk

T: 0131 654 1666
E: info@dalkeithcountrypark.co.uk

T: 01848 331 555
E: info@drumlanrigcastle.co.uk

www.bowhillhouse.co.uk

www.dalkeithcountrypark.co.uk

www.drumlanrigcastle.co.uk
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Traquair House
Innerleithen
EH44 6PW
Tickets and Programme
0131 290 2686
beyondbordersscotland.com
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As solicitors and estate agents we can

help

Your Home

Sales, Purchases & Lets

Our specialist teams provide
advice and assistance to
individuals, families and
businesses on a broad range
of potentially complex legal
and property matters.

Free Pre-sale Valuations
Estate Agency
Managed Lettings
Conveyancing

PUTTING YOUR BUSINESS AT THE HEART OF OURS

Your Business

An experienced web and graphics studio with a passion for interesting projects,
we’re delighted to be part of the Borders Book Festival team.

Commercial Contracts

www.cohortsbydesign.com

Commercial Property
Business Start-ups
Contract Disputes

“A BOOKSHOP SO PERFECT
YOU MIGHT HAVE DREAMT IT!”
- MAGGIE O'FARRELL

Restructuring

Your Family

Divorce & Separation

Kelso

01573 400 399
Melrose

01896 822 796

Child Residence

Your Future
Inheritance Tax Planning

THE MAINSTREET TR ADING COMPANY, ST BOSWELLS, TD6 0HB
01835 824 087  @ mainstreethare
mainstreethare mainstreetbooks.co.uk
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Peebles

01721 723 999
Will Preparation

( Only 5 mins from Melrose )
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Hawick

Jedburgh

Guardianship

B. B. F.
16 -1 9
Ju ne
20 2 2

Galashiels

01896 800 800

01835 863 202

Prenuptial Agreements

The Mainstreet Trading Company

If you need assistance on any
aspect of law or property,
contact us, we can help:-

01450 372 336

Cohabitation Rights

B o o k s , C a f e , De l i & H o m e

Cullen Kilshaw is the Borders
law firm that offers the whole
of life service, from buying
your first home to growing
your family and passing on
your assets to the next
generation.

Living Wills
Power of Attorney
Estate Administration

Selkirk

01750 723 868
www.cullenkilshaw.com

Bringing law to

life

Serving the Scottish
Borders for 40 years
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Treat yourself to some
peace and tranquillity
in Melrose at

160 tapestry panels 1,000 stitchers

420

and

million years

of

Scotland’s history.

tell over

Be inspired by a nation’s stories.

HARMONY
& PRIORWOOD
GARDENS

www.greattapestryofscotland.com

Keeping the
Borders Book Fes�val
connected.

GB TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
Tweed Horizons Digital Hub
Newtown St Boswells,Melrose TD6 0SG
03330 111011
www.gbtechnologies.co.uk
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Mind your Ps and Qs
when you get handson in Innerleithen at

ROBERT SMAIL’S
PRINTING
WORKS

Plan your visit at

nts.org.uk
The National Trust for Scotland is a Scottish charity, SC007410
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thebswgroup.co.uk

Proud sponsors of the
Borders Book Festival

“LET’S NOT GO BACK TO
A PAST WHICH WASN’T
WORKING ANYWAY”
SARAH O’CONNOR, FT EMPLOYMENT COLUMNIST

We’re proud supporters of the Borders Book Festival
and have been since 2005.
James Denne
Knight Frank Melrose
St Dunstan’s
High Street
Melrose
TD6 9PS
01896 807010
knightfrank.co.uk
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Connecting people & property, perfectly.
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Subscribe at FT.com/newagenda
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“The will to do, the soul to dare”
Sir Walter Scott

START YOUR NEXT DARING ADVENTURE WITH US...

T H E P E R F E C T B O R DE R S LOCATI ONS
R E LA X I N G ACCOM M ODAT ION | GRE AT FOOD & D RI NK

www.burtshotel.co.uk

T: 01896 822285
E: enquiries@burtshotel.co.uk

www.thetownhousemelrose.co.uk

T: 01896 822645
E: enquiries@thetownhousemelrose.co.uk

FOR ACCOUNTANCY,
TAXATION AND
BUSINESS ADVICE
T W E E D S I D E PA R K , T W E E D B A N K
GALASHIELS TD1 3TE

Clarity from complexity.
Brett Investment
“Helping you achieve the unachieved.”

CALL 01896 751050 OR VISIT
www.gallrobertsonca.co.uk

01896 822520
www.brettinvestment.com
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ECOSAFETY LTD . 53 THE BEECHES . TWEEDBANK . GALASHIELS, TD1 3SY
t 01896 750280/01835 822342

e info@ecosafetyltd.com

www.ecosafetyltd.com
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BELL FINANCIAL PLANNING LTD

15 Market Square, Melrose TD6 9PQ
T 01896 808198 E mail@bellfinancialplanning.co.uk

www.bellfinancialplanning.co.uk

Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

If you’re aged from 11 to 19 and interested in
history and writing, the YWSP is ready to take you
on an adventure! We are the UK’s only creative writing
prize specifically for budding historical fiction writers.
Enter a short story of between 800 and 2000 words,
and you could win a £500 travel grant, tickets to
next year’s Borders Book Festival, and the chance
to see your story in print. The closing date for the
competition is 31st October 2022.
Find out how to enter at www.ywsp.co.uk

@waltscottprize
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@walterscottprize

@walterscottprize
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proud supporters of
Borders Book Festival
Proud sponsor of
the Family book
FESTIVAL 2022

Building a sustainable future and protecting
the environment for generations to come.
We’re the team that gives back.
0131 466 4422 / www.saltireroofing.co.uk

Extraordinary Accountants
01835 818 184 / 0131 541 0095
www.bcca.scot

accountants@bcca.scot
EDINBURGH
BORDERS
DURHAM
TEESIDE

SHOWROOM
Currie Road Galashiels TD1 2BP
01896 752628 / www.mitchellglass.co.uk

GALASHIELS OFFICE
T: 01896 752009 I E: galashiels@dmhall.co.uk

dmhall.co.uk
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Lochcarron of Scotland weavers of authentic tartans,
Highland Wear, accessories and homeware ...

... from kilt to catwalk
Visit our online shop

www.lochcarron.com
hello@lochcarron.com | +44 (0)1750 726025 |
New Visitor Centre opening Summer 2022

From cover
to cover
From business start-ups to retirement
planning, JRW are with you every step of the
way. Discover why we are one of the leading
accountancy firms in the south of Scotland.

Get in touch to arrange a FREE
consultation with one of the team

PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS I BUSINESS

Growing business together
enquiries@jrwca.com
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www.jrwca.com
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BIGGAR EDINBURGH GALASHIELS HAWICK LANGHOLM PEEBLES

Chartered Accountants

Trusted to deliver learning
for the digital age
Raising attainment is at the heart of CGI’s Empowered Learning. It offers every student
from ages 4-18 the same equality of access to the same great digital tools for learning.
It supports long term teaching strategies and the development of digital skills for the
future, while allowing educators, learners and parents to take advantage of emerging
digital technology opportunities.

Find out more:
Visit cgi.com/uk/education
cgi.com/scotland
Explore careers at CGI visit cgi.com/careers
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BERWICK
DALKEITH
GALASHIELS

Proud sponsors of
the Borders Book Festival
Since 1780, our mission has
been simple: to offer the best
wines in the world, exclusively,
for the enjoyment of our customers.
Our business is built on strong
relationships with the wine stars of
today - and of tomorrow.

Contact our Edinburgh office
01875 321 921
corneyandbarrow.com

1 Wilderhaugh
Galashiels,TD1 1QJ
01896 753077
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www.csyarchitects.com
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A highly personalised investment management service
for individuals, families, trusts and charities
LOCAL HERO, SCOTTISH LEGEND

Discover Sir Walter Scott's
conundrum castle...

Our investment philosophy is directed primarily towards the preservation of the real value
of our clients’ capital and its purchasing power over time. Clients can expect a personal
service with a dedicated investment manager and first class administration. If you would
like to discuss our services, please call Tim Wood or Guido Bicocchi on 01620 825 867.

Explore our:

• House and Gardens
• Estate Walks and
Play Trail

At Border Vets our friendly team
provide personal and professional
veterinary care to across the Borders.
From first vaccinations, to a lifetime of
preventative care, it’s our aim at Border vets to help
your pet live a long, happy and healthy life.

Call now to make an appointment

• Free Exhibition
• Gift Shop
• Ochiltree’s Café
• Sir Wattie's Horse Box
Upcoming events:
Ranger Walks, April - October
The Three Inch Fools, 30 June & 16 July
Summer Holiday Activities, July - August
ScottFest, 12-14 August
House and Gardens open
March - December
Visit our website for more details and
to purchase tickets

www.bordervets.co.uk

Abbotsford Melrose TD6 9BQ t. 01896 752043
www.scottsabbotsford.com
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Easter Alderston
Haddington
East Lothian
EH41 3SF

53 Davies Street
London
W1K 5JH

Tel: 01620 825 867

Tel: 020 3709 7240

www.mcinroy-wood.co.uk

Windsor House
Cornwall Road
Harrogate
HG1 2PW
Tel: 01423 222 200

email@mcinroy-wood.co.uk

Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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Patrick Radden Keefe, Empire of Pain:
The Secret History of the Sackler Dynasty.
Issue 44

2022

TRUST

Our free investment trust magazine brings you writing on the ideas
that shape our world. Read thought-provoking articles from our
investment managers, academics and global thinkers, alongside
exclusive interviews with distinguished authors.
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For more information, you can access the current issue from the
festival website.
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WIN

subscribe to Trust for your chance to win your
choice of 10 books from the festival programme.

bailliegifford.com/borders
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